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EDITORIAL

ONE PEOPLE?

SCRAP THAT QUESTION MARK NOW
Ne'eman proposals by the
THE Orthodox
REJECTION
OF in THE
Chief Rabbis
Israel
underscores a gathering tragedy in Jewish
life worldwide.
The original establishment of the
Ne'eman Commission may well have
been a desperate manoeuvre to ward off a
major crisis in Israel-Diaspora relations
and within it a threat to American
Government support for Israel. It may
also have been a piece of myopic
short-termism. For the underlying issue is
not conversion but the relationship between religion and State. But it was,
as Rabbi Michael Boyden suggests in
the following article, a remarkable
entexprise.

Reform, Conservative and Orthodox
leaders sat round a table under the guidance of an Orthodox cabinert minister and
attempted to thrash out a formula for establishingoneuniversallyagreedstandard
:for conversions in Israel.
process
was the
alsoReform
remarkable
for
-theThe
lengths
to which
and Con-

recognition of all weddings was also advanced. The crucial matter in dispute
concerns the status of the witnesses to a
wedding. The non-Orthodox were pre-

pared to accept a panel of witnesses,
approved by the Orthodox, who would be
supplementary witnesses as far as the nonOrthodox were concerned but the only
valid witnesses as far as the Orthodox
were concerned.
All this, to the dismay of the majority
of the Knesset and to the overwhelming
majority of Israelis, the Orthodox Chief
Rabbis rejected.
Rabbi Boyden highlights the language
of the rejection - a refusal to be in any
way associated with "destroyers of reli-

gion", people who "counterfeit the
Torah". The Chief Rabbinate Council declared it to be ``unthinkable that a joint
Institute be established" with "those...
who are trying to undermine the foundations of the Jewish .religion". It is rhetoric
ivith which, sadly, we I}ave become all
too fliniliar.
Some ye?rs ago Rabbi Dr Jonathan

§ervative Movem;nts were prepared to go . . a Sacks publish-edra remarkabl? book called
for the sake of KJa/ yz.s7~cze/,:: the`unity of

t`Pe Jewish -peoble, the maintenance of - `one people,.

-

`One People?'. The book. begins with a

characteristi`cally thorough and erudite ex:.
c amihation of`twL6 trends vi7ithin Ortfrodox

Theywerereadytotumtheirbackupon
L Judaism. The`first dend, which goes back
a range of radical policies institut:d by
into the. nineteenth century, is so con-"
the American Reform Movement as palf I
vinced that non-Orthodox Judaism is a
dangerL6us heresy that it` is prepared to
of.astrategyofoutreachandinfulfilment
of fundgrnental principles .`9f jpstice as
whte the `heretics' .out of ire Jewish peothey, .with considerable integrity, imder- t
plc. Its rhetoric,€. its language is that of .a
stand thelfi. They ivere prepared to send
distant medieval world, filled wiith echoes
of the shameful and bloody battles fought
.all their`prospective converts to a new
Institute established quder the aegis of the
within Christianity centuries ago. The secJgivish Ageney, shale the teaching with • ondtrend, equally opposedto Reform and
others and permit the eirosure^ of their
equally rejecting of certain of its theocandidates to -a widoe ranginga syllabus
logical insights, nevertheless recognises
` the common ground; the bfeadih of shared
in.chw.ouldhaveincludedorthodoxperspectives on many Jewish' issues.
tradition. And it se.eks to find a formula to
Mostremarkableofall,the`ywereeveri ' preserve` the unity of the Jewish people.
Sacks refers to this as the `incltisivist'
prepared for the graduates of that histitute
to be fomally converted by Orthodox
strategy.
courts, ba#ez. dz.7!, provided only that those
Reading the book when it was first pubbcz#ez. dz.7€ were conducted in the spirit of
lished, many wondered why Sacks gave
Hillel rather than Shammai - those great
so much attention to the first, obtuse trend.
Jewish figures renowned for their respecWe can now see that he was clearly very
tive leniency and welcome or stringency
much in touch and aware of the coming
and rebuff in these matters.
realities of Jewish life.
It is worth adding that at one point in
Sacks went on to re-vamp a nineteenth
the deliberations of the Ne'eman Comcentury formula to support the inclusivist
mission, a strategy for the universal
strategy. It is a tortuous piece of reason-
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ing. It takes a Talmudic passage concerning the tinnok she 'nishba, the lew±sh
child who is brought up by idolaters. The
Talmud holds that the child is not fully
culpable, not wholly responsible for its
theological errors because of its upbringing. In Sacks' application of the

passage, the child is the non-Orthodox
Jew and the idolatrous family who bring
him up, the modem and post-modem
western worlds.
It is a formula for inclusivism, for not
rejecting the `heretic' out of hand by not
holding him or her fully culpable. Many
found it both patronising and dismissive
at the same time. But it was and remains a
device which offers hope for Jewish unity.
It is a philosophical formula which could
underpin an Orthodox acceptance of the
Ne' eman proposals.
The tragedy of Ne'eman is that a mind
set that was once thought to be antiquated
lunacy has now become a dominant trend
withih Orthodoxy. Tho.se who sought to.
take a different stance have foTind themselves caught in a no-man' s-land between
thosewhomightiepudiatetheirOrthctdox
credentialsa and those who brand their approach patronising and dismissive` `
.
Th.e tragedy is underlined by the.blind

hatred and destinctive p6ivei of the-rhetoric of rejectiori. The .qagedy is
compounded by the pow`er 6f a minchty
to terrify oth?rs .within the drthod6x
wo,rid into .fearful acquiesen6e.` The tragedyliesintrievfactthatthosebraveleaders
within the` Progressiv; and eor}seryative
worlds who would sacrifice so`mucfi for
Jewish peoplehood and go far ln6ie than
an extra mile for Jewish unity-jean riow
find few effective Orthodox `Partner-s and`
few people of influence who will stand. up
and support those partners ,on 'the Ortho-`
dox side.

a]sTtE::ec:Surdubc:aictfpetaNb:;e:aaEnptra9£::i
tinnok she'nishba has to .be, for 6rthodoxy, the philosophical underpinning, so
be it. Even at this eleventh hour, it is hard
to believe that medieval rhetoric coupled
with threats of repudiation could- really
hold sway over the leaders of our community. Could British Jewry not set an
example to the world and muster the courage and leadership to remove the question
mark from One People I

REFORM IS ON THE ATTACK

films on Erev SlfeczbbczJ. It continued

with the growing number of cafes and
other places of entertainment and
leisure operating their businesses on
the Satbath on the outskins of many
towns and settlements. It has now
extended to the superstores located in
such areas as Kibbutz Ga'ash, which
open their doors on Sfeczz7bcrz to vast

nuinbers of shoppers, in spite of the
fines and threats of litigation.
In an Israel in which the sacred
"status quo" in matters of religion was

Michael Boyden
RUSALEM,

SPRING

1998.

fly years after the foundation
the State of Israel, when her
physical survival seems assured, the
nature of her identity is less certain
than ever.
The fragile balance between secular
and religious forces, which enabled the
Jewish State to preserve a semblance
of unity since its inception, is disintegrating. The divisions within Israeli
society, always present in the background, are now taking centre stage
and threaten to tear the nation apart.

JEi

Rabbi Yisrael Eichler, a cfeczreczz., ultra-

orthodox publicist, well-known for his
appearances on one of Israel television's most popular current affairs
programmes, has suggested that the
only solution may be to allocate differ~
ent geographical areas of the country
to
her
religious
and
secular
populations.
Many secular Israelis have had
enough. They are angry that over seven
percent of Israel ' s youth avoid military
service through emolment in j;es%z.VOZ,

talmudic academies. It is estimated that
this figure will rise to 10% by the end
of the century. There is also a growing
fear of the high birth rate within
chczredz. families, which is turning more
and more districts into ultra-orthodox
enclaves. A leading official at the Ministry of Education told the present
writer recently that 60% of children
attending primary schools in Jerusalem come from cfeczrec7z. families. A

further 20% are orthodox, while only
the remaining 200/o come from the
secular Israeli population. It has been

suggested that Ehud Ohnert may well
be Jerusalem's last secular mayor.
While Jerusalem is atypical of the
country as a whole, a similar picture
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also exists in such towns as Bnei Brak
and Safed.
The encroachment of the religious

population on particular residential
areas in a large number of towns is
seen by many secular Israelis as a threat
to their way of life. Bar Ilan Street one of Jerusalem' s main thoroughfares
- is now closed to traffic on Shabbat

during times of worship. The establishment of an ultra-orthodox
educational campus in the predominantly secular 773osfeczvczfe of Pardes

Hannah has caused major unrest
among local residents, who recognise
that its presence will ultimately have
consequences for their lifestyle. Already one local household had its
stereo unit smashed by ultra-orthodox
Jews infuriated by its use on Sfeczbb¢f.

The animosity and fear is not onesided. The ultra-orthodox world also
feels under threat. Their increasing
involvement in the State and in its
political process has been a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, they have
extended their power base in a manner
that has given them access to large
amounts of public funding. Against
that their involvement in Israeli society
has also laid them open to its
influences. In an effort to preserve their
identity, they have done all in their

power to cut themselves off from other
Israelis. They operate an independent
school system, publish their own
newspapers and avoid, as far as
humanly possible, all contact with
Israel's secular population. They too
are frightened by the encroachment of
secular values on the world that they
are fighting to preserve.
Secular Israel is also changing. It
started with the struggle by cinemas,
such as that in Petach Tikva, to screen

meant to preserve an uneasy peace
between discordant elements in the
population, major changes are now
taking place. They threaten the
assumptions lxpon which the State was
built. Israel's first prime minister,
David Ben-Gurion, had believed that
allowing a few hundred j7es%z-T7afe

students to defer conscription and
granting the established chief rabbinate
control in the fields of marriage and
divorce would keep the orthodox at
bay. He could never have imagined
that such matters would come to be
issues of major contention in an Israel
very different from the nation whose
independence he proclaimed just 50
years ago.

A number of factors have brought
matters to a head. Firstly, the ultraorthodox, who in the early days
shumed involvement in the politics of
the fledgling Zionist state, have now
become major players in the political
game. Rabbi Arie Deri, the political
boss of the sephardi, ultra-orthodox
Shas party, is arguably the most
important single figure in Israeli
political life today. Deri has
understood that political power grants
access to public funds with which he
can build his c%czredz. institutions, offer

subsidised programmes and, thereby,
attract future voters. Much of his
efforts have been directed towards the
under privileged within Israeli society,
who have flocked to the Shas party as a
consequence.

Secondly, the high birth rate within
ultra-orthodox families has resulted in
a population explosion unparalleled by
comparatively low fertility figures
among secular Israelis. This demographic factor would have already
made a major impact on the secularreligious balance in Israeli society had
it not been for the massive wave of
cz/I.j;czfe from the former USSR, which

has brought approxinately one million
new citizens to Israel over the past ten
years. Nearly all of these immigrants
havejoinedlsrael'ssecularpopulation.
Perhaps even more important, in terms
of Israel's integrity as a Jewish society,
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is the fact that up to 200/o of them are
not halachically Jewish.
The lowering of the threat to Israel's
physical survival has resulted in these
factors achieving a prominence that
they could not have previously attained
in a country that was fighting for its
very existence. It is against this
background that the emergence of
Reform Judaism in Israel and its
current struggle for recognition must
be assessed.

Two generations of orthodox power
and a monopoly over Jewish affairs
have produced a country in which there
is only one legitimate, established religious expression. The coercion that it
has exercised has resulted in many
Israelis distancing themselves from
their religious heritage and handing
over the keys of Judaism to its orthodox protagonists. Only during the past

year or so have secular Israelis begun
to reclaim those keys and insist that the
Jewish heritage is just as much theirs
as it is that of its self appointed guardians.

Reform Judaism has emerged in the
Jewish State just at a time when increasing numbers of Israelis are
seeking Jewish, religious alternatives.
Many now turn to our congregations
for their Bczr and Bcz#7?z./ziJcz% celebra-

tions and a growing number seek out
our rabbis when it comes to their wedding plans. The number of weddings at
which our rabbis officiate has more
than doubled over the past three years.
New synagogues and community centres have been built by the progressive
movement in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and
Haifa during this decade and fulfher
building projects are on the drawing
board.

Our progress is mirrored by our
struggle for equal rights. This is being
waged simultaneously on a number of
fronts. Whether it be our claim for representation on local religious councils,
our insistence that men and women be
pemitted to pray together at the Westem Wall, our fight for equal funding
and allocation of public land to our
institutions, or our Supreme Court petitions for the recognition of our
converts, Reform Judaism in Israel is
on the offensive. We are no longer prepared to be in Israel on sufferance but
are here as of right.
It is our demand for equal rights that
resulted in challenging the Interior
Ministry' s refusal to register those who
had converted to Judaism through the
Beg.f Dz.# of the Israel Council of Pro-

gressive Rabbis. The religious political
parties rightly saw our appeal as a
threat to the monopoly currently exer-
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cised by the Chief Rabbinate and began formulating legislation to negate
the results of any court ruling in our
favour. It was the resultant infuriation
expressed by Reform and Conservative Jews around the world that led to
the establishment of the Ne'eman
Commission, formed at Prime Minister Netanyahu's request to resolve the
growing conflict.
For the first time in Israel's history,
Refoml rabbis have sat as members of
a government appointed committee.
This in itself represents a level of de
facto recognition not previously en-

some of the wounds that divide the
Jewish people. Alas, the lack of
courage or readiness on the part of
Israel's Chief Rabbinate to engage in
dialogue with us effectively means that
the Commission has failed to achieve
the goals that Minister Ne'eman set for
it. The struggle for the recognition of
our conversions will now almost
certainly return to the courts and there
will be further attempts by the religious
parties to introduce legislation to

joyed by our movement. In the event,
the conclusions of the Commission
were less than ideal. While granting
our rabbis the right to be involved as
teachers in the process of study leading
up to conversion, the actual conversion
itself would be solely in the hands of

just symptoms of the growing pains of

orthodox c7cz);cz#z.J77, judges. Minister

Ne'eman's earlier concession that Reform rabbis would be allowed to
officiate at weddings under the auspices of the established orthodox
rabbinate has been withdrawn for consideration at a later stage.

delegitimise us.

The conversion issue and the
Reform struggle for equal rights are
a society in search of its identity.
Although Israel's population has
increased dramatically over the past ten
years, the number of weddings
officiated at by the orthodox rabbinate
has remained static. Up to 200,000
non-Jewish Israeli citizens who were
pat of the cz/I.);cz% of Soviet Jewry find

themselves unable to many in their
own country. Such a state of affairs
cannot be allowed to continue in a
democracy. The status quo is breaking
down and there is a limit to the degree

For the first time in Israel's history,
Reform rabbis have sat as members of a
government appointed commi,ttee.
While liberal elements within the
orthodox camp saw the proposals of
the Commission as ones that the Chief
Rabbinate should endorse for the sake
of Jewish unity and pointed out that
they would thereby retain the orthodox
monopoly over conversion in Israel,
the ultra orthodox continue to believe

that any involvement of Reform and
Conservative rabbis in the conversion

to which it can artificially be held
together.

Our role as a Refomi movement in
the social and religious upheaval
currently taking place in Israel is
central. For many Israelis, Reform
Judaism can offer a bridge between
modemity and their religious heritage.
The growing resentment felt towards
the religious establishment and fear of
the mushrooming political power of
the ultra-orthodox provide us with a
unique opportunity to offer a religious
alternative to Israelis in search of a
sane Judaism untarnished by the
corrupting influences of political

process grants us a de facto recognition
to which we are not entitled. They have
labelled us "destroyers of religion (who
are) trying to dig their nails into the
Holy Land and obtain recognition..."
We are accused of being "destroyers
that counterfeit the Torah and bring
about assimilation and the destruction
of Judaism in the diaspora."
The Chief Rabbinate Council endorsed the Ne ' eman commission' s call
for increased facilities to assist those
who wish to convert to Judaism, but
declared it to be "unthinkable that a
joint institute (for conversion) be established" with "those who do not
believe in the divinity of the Torah and

Leo Baeck College, is inunediate past Chairman

who are trying to undermine the foundations of the Jewish religion."
It had been hoped that the Ne'eman

Of the Israel Council of Progressive Rabbis,
convener of its Beit Din and rabbi of the
Ra'anana Progressive Congregation. He was
one of the two Reform participants on the

Commission might be able to heal

Ne'eman Commission.

Power.

What is certain is that a Reform
Judaism worthy of its name carmot afford not to have a significant stake in a
Jewish State whose existence and significance is central to Jews wherever
they may choose to live .

RABBI MICIIAEL BOYDEN, a grad#czfc o/
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the newly added memorial to the lost
generation of children was a haunting
experience.
Following lunch at the Hebrew
University, to show us the panorama of
the Old City and the new suburbs
sunounding it, we were driven down
to Haifa. The failure to take our
Christian companions to see any of
their holy places in the Old City was
my only criticism of the whole visit.
In the evening, we attended a
reception in our honour at the
Clandestine Immigration and Naval
Museum. There I re-met Yoshi Almog,
who had first been captain of `illegal'
ships and then of one of the first Israeli
warships. On retiring, he was the
founder of the museum and its Director
for 27 years and still remains a great
supporter. I had given bin some of my
photos for the museum many years
ago, and he had them ready to sbow
me. We met former captains of the
`illegal' ships, later to be senior

officers or commanders of the Israeli
Navy, as well as some serving officers.
After the reception we were given a
tour of the museum, with its relics of
the last 50 years, ranging from crude
First World War guns and other
equipment with which they began, and
were shown a film on the clandestine
immigration or `A/I.)/czfe Bez '.

Canyon Of the Lost Comrmunities - Yad Vashem.

Next moming we were taken to Beg.f
fJczcfecz);cz/, the Soldiers Club, where the

THE EXODUS STILL MAKES WAVES
Alan Tyler
AUGUST 1997 I RECEIVED A
lone call from a Commander
the Naval Historical Branch. He
had been recommended to contact me
by a friend who had been a fellow
offlcer in the destroyer Chevron, fifty
years earlier, on the Palestine Patrol.
He would like to discuss this with me,
he said, as the Royal Navy had
instructed him to write the definitive
account and I might be able to help. I
was able to give him some information
and he put me in touch with a former
member of the Israeli Navy, now living
in London, who was researching the
subject for his Ph.D. and liaising with
the Israelis. Shortly afterwards, the
Commander and I were asked to
represent the Royal Navy at a symposia
due to be held in Israel at the end of

I.

last October.
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We were joined by a former sailor
who had also been on the patrols. Our
flights and accommodation were provided by the Israelis and we landed at
Ben Gurion Airport early on a Monday. We were met by a retired Israeli
naval officer and taken to Jerusalem.
For the first time I had the pleasure of
seeing the dawn coming up over the
city as we crested the mountain road.
After the huge Israeli breakfast, we
were taken to Yad Vashem for a comprehensive tour led by another retired
naval officer whose life is now devoted
to it. The coverage there had greatly
expanded since my last visit a quarter
century earlier and my knowledge of
the subject had increased. But the remembrance chamber with its eternal
flame and the names of the extermination camps was as moving as ever and

Symposium for several hundred
veterans and young naval personnel
was to be held. There I met many more
of the captains and offlcers of the
`illegal' ships organised by Pcz/);cz773.

This was the naval section of the elite
Palmach, I:he Pal(mach) Yam(i), of
whose activities we had known little
but whose leader, Samek Janai, had
coordinated these symposia. Ir} later
life, as commander of an Israeli
destroyer, he captured the Egyptian
destroyer Ibrahim al Awal during the
Suez war as it attempted to bombard

Haifa - a Nelsonian act in modem
times.

None of these veterans were under
70, yet all were remarkably young in
spirit. Among them, I met again Lova
Eliav, fomer Labour Knesset member.
After a Peace Now meeting in London,
he had sent me a photograph of the
beached Chaim Arlosoroff which he
had run aground off Haifa when we
were in the intercepting force.
The symposium was chaired by
Captain Moka Limon, a former commander of the Israeli Navy. His illegal
immigrant ship the Paduka had been
shadowed from Barn by our sistership
Chaplet, whose boarding party in-
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Most Israeli speakers on both days went
out of their way to praise the Royal Navy
for its restraint in controlling the illegal ships.
cluded a young stoker called Eddy who
was among our speakers and met his
adversary again. The Commander
spoke about the legal discussions over
Britain' s interception policy and of the
Admiralty's reluctance to become involved. Our Ph.D. student gave
insights into cabinet and civil service
conflicting views on policy. I gave a

general account of patrol procedure
and incidents, drawing on my recent
A44AV4 articles. Eddy gave the lower
deck or sailor's view and described the
training of boarding parties to take
charge with minimuni violence. We all
emphasised the navy's determination
to keep casualties to a minimum and
our sympathy with the refugees from
the camps whom we were obliged to
police but who were not regarded as
enemies.
The Israeli speakers included a his-

torian who gave an overall assessment
of the British Empire's interests at the
time, when Britain was still one of the
Big Three, working with the United
States to contain aggressive Russian
communism. He argued that Palestine
was a relatively minor irritant in the
global picture and compassion could
not dominate Britain's reactions. Fi-

nally, in a question and answer session, Captain Yossi Harel, captain of
the Exodus 1947 -the whole symposium was centred around the 50th
anniversary of the deportation of her
refugees back to Germany - defended
himself against criticism that he had
not extended his three hour resistance
to British boarding. In an emotional
reply he cited young concentration
camp survivors whose lives he was not
prepared to risk - three had already
died - in order to prolong resistance
pointlessly. It was Hagannah against
the extremist Irgun Zvai Le'Umi led
by Menachem Begin played out verbally fifty years later and came up
again the next day.
After lunch given by the Israeli
Navy in their Officers Club, we were
taken to missile ships and patrol boats
in the harbour and given a rundown on
their weapons and duties. It was
heartening but also sad that a group of

patrol boats are regularly guarding the
routes which we covered half a century
ago, looking out for saboteurs and
terrorists threatening Israel's security
and people.

We then left for Tel Aviv and an
open air dinner in Jaffa overlooking

the lights of Tel Aviv, as guests of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
who were recording a programme on
Illegal Immigration and the end of the
Mandate.
Next moming, the second symposium was held at Tel Aviv University
under the chairmanship of General Uzi
Narkiss, the grizzled Palmach leader in
the 1948 battle for Jerusalem, who recaptured the Old City in 1967. Few
British military leaders of 50 years ago
are still alive, and Narkiss himself died
in December. But most of Israel's
fighters were then so young that one
met them by the score during the symposia.

This time the British were given the
lion's share of the time and asked to
talk without prior notice for half an
hour each. Not only did I describe the
rescue of shipwrecked refugees from
Sirina, near Rhodes, as planned, but
made it part of a repetition of the previous day's description of the patrols.
We were followed by four Israelis,
mostly academics, setting out their
views on the conflict, and again it was
a skirmish of left against right. The left
view was that the mounting pressure of
illegal immigration and its political effect was the dominant factor in
Britain's passing the problem over to
the United Nations. It was this rather
than the terrorist campaign ashore
which alienated world opinion and it
was the deportation of the Exodus refu-

gees which swung nations to vote for a
Jewish state. Most Israeli speakers on

both days went out of their way to
praise the Royal Navy for its restraint
in controlling the illegal ships. They
also emphasised how fortunate they
were to have Great Britain rather thari
France or the United States, let alone
Russia, as their adversary or they might
never have obtained their independence, let alone the Balfour Declaration
of 1917 which was the first step on the
road to their own state.
It was deeply moving to be greeted
by those who, fifty years ago, were our
opponents as if it was one of our own
ex-service reunions. When the Navy
Choir sang the Hatikvah to conclude the
Haifa symposium I joined in wholeheartedly - happy that these young
people were growing up free in their
own land, the land of Zion and Jerusa1emI
A.LAIN TYLER was born in London in 1924
into a West London Synagogue family. He was

confirmed and married there bofore joining

The author on the right with members Of Royal Navy lean and Israeli Na:vy hosts.
Yad Vashem.
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Wimbledon Synagogue, Of which he was later
Chairman, after retiring from the Royal Nc[vy in
1966. He recently retired from exporting textiles
through the fe[mily compc[ny.
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Jewish Guardsmen in Warsaw -1830.

JEWS RILED OK
Ludwik Finkelstein
at the miraculous transfomiation

T HEofWORLD
a people MARVELLED
of martyrs and
scholars on the 14th May 1948 when
the Jews of the Land of Israel declared

the establishment of an independent
Jewish state, and successfully defended
that state by force of arms. But there is
much greater continuity in Jewish
history than such a view implies.

Throughout the period from the
destruction of the Second Temple to
modern times the Jewish people
maintained, in many lands of the
Dispersion, autonomous institutions

and sometimes took up ams in their
own defence. Of the many examples,
starting with the Patriarchate in Roman
Palestine and the Exilarchate in
Babylonia, the most complete and
effective autonomy was that of the
Jews of the Commonwealth of polandLithuania. The world-view which this
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self-goverrment generated, indirectly
formed the ideas of those who
established the Jewish state, most of
whom originated from the lands of the
old Commonwealth. It is right to
remind ourselves of this continuity and
these roots of independence, when
celebrating the jubilee of the
independence of Israel.
The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was, from the late Middle Ages
to the end of the eighteenth century,
when it disappeared from the map, a
large state extending over core Polish
territories, as well as Lithuania,
Ukraine, Byelorussia and parts of the
Baltic states.

Jews settled in Poland from the
earliest times, driven by persecutions
in Germany and by the economic
opportunities offered by a developing
land.
The
community
spread

Exilarchate.

appointed their c7cz)a;cz#z.", judges.

The basic unit of Jewish government

The communal rabbi was generally

was the fre%z.//czfe, uniting all the Jews
of a town. Kerfez.//of extended their au-

ex-officio a dczjrycz7z of the principal

thority outside the towns to settlements
and subordinate communities. The

exercised substantial powers. They had
independent jurisdiction in matters of
ritual, in a society in which it was
central to life. They could also

4efez.//czfe was responsible for taxation.

It also administered fr¢sfer#z, trade,

weights and measures, the education
of children of the poor, welfare, public
health, burial and the oversight of morality. The 4efez.//czfe was responsible for

order within the community. In times
of commotion, it was responsible for
the defence of the Jewish quarter. In
defence against external enemies, it
shared those responsibilities with the
municipality, supplying money for defence, participating in the building of
fortifications, and with Jews bearing
arms in defence of the cities in which
they dwelled. The Jewish 4efez.//czfe was

belt din of their kehillah. Rabbis

pronounce a cfeere" for offences
against their personal dignity. Many
matters, for example the setting up of
schools,
the
establishment and
architecture of synagogues and so on,
were matters of law rather than mere
administration, making judicial power
far reaching.
What was particularly significant in
the self-government of the Jewish
community of Poland-Lithuania was
the autonomy and comprehensiveness
of the regional and state-wide

geographically as the state extended
eastward. The country welcomed
skilled and enterprising immigrants
and Jewish rights were established by

very similar in its organisation and status to the municipalities of the state.

organisation.
The communities of a particular land
or province had a regional organisa-

The frefez.//czfe administered the law

tion governed by a 1;cz 'c!c7 or council. It

Charters in

1334 and

criminal. There was a system of bczfez.

subsequent laws. The security which
Jews felt was expressed in the way in
which they interpreted the name of the
country: Po-lin, here dwell.
By the beginning of the sixteenth
century the Jewish community of
Poland-Lithuania was securely rooted
and established. By the middle of the

c7z.#, law courts. The fe%z.//cz% had pow-

1264 and

within the community, both civil and

ers to enforce judgements through
fines, corporal punishment, imprisonment and cfeere773, ban. Legal disputes

between Jews and non-Jews were a
matter for the court of the state, with
special judges appointed for the purpose.

The faeHlidh was responsible f tor order within the
community. In tines Of commotion, it was
responsible for the defence Of the Jewish quarter. In
dof;once against external enemies, it shared those
responsibilities with the municipality, supplying
money f;or dof;ence, participating in the building Of
f;ortifecations, cnd, with Jews bearing arms in clef;once
Of the cities in which they dwelled.
century it had developed its own
autonomous, political institutions,
which were so extensive and effective,
that it could be said that, to some
extent, they endowed Israel with the

The administration of the kefez.//czfe

was elected by voters chosen by lot
from among members of all synagogues. They elected the executive: the
leaders termed rczsfez.77? or pczr#czsz.77z,

4eJer 77zcz/kfec4f -the crown of kingship.

seniores, and the Zwvz.in, boni viri, aides

The organisation of the Jewish
community originated in the plan of
the king to entrust the collection of
taxes, to which Jews were liable, to
wealthy Jews and senior rabbis. It
foundered on conflicts. It was replaced
by a communal self-government based
on Jewish consent along traditions
going back to the Patriarchate and

to thepczr7eczsz.in, as well as the frofecz/ or
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Council. A pczr72czs, chosen for the

month, presided over the administration. The electors and the officers were
from the wealthier, tax-paying members of the corrmunity.
The

kefez.//czfe

appointed

and

employed a range of officials, above
all a rabbi. They set up bczfez. Jz.72 and

was an assembly, meeting periodically
in the main town of the province. It
was constituted from representatives of
the communities, with the principal
fee/czfrfez.c, legal, authorities having an
assured place. The vcr 'czc7 dealt princi-

pally with the division of the taxation
burden, the election and instruction of
the delegates to the central Jewish authorities, and with the many disputes
about boundaries and remits of the constituent communities. There was an
associated beg.f dz.#, often the superior
bez.J c7z.j7 of the main town. This had an

appellate jurisdiction, especially in the
matter of disputes between communities.
At the pinnacle of the self-government of the Jewish community of
Poland-Lithuania was, in the terminology used in state documents, the Sejm
Zydowski, or Jewish Parliament. In
Hebrew this was conventionally

terrr\ed the va'ad arba aratzot, or
Council of the Four Lands. There were
in fact, sometimes three, sometimes
four and sometimes five lands. For
much of the period considered, Lithuania

had

its

own

separate

vcz'czcJ

fe¢-z77edz.7tczfe, and was not represented
in the vcz 'czd czrbcz czrczfzof. The vcz 'czc7

arose in the mid-sixteenth century, developing from Z7cz/ez. dz.# sitting at great

fairs. It was constituted from elected
representatives of constituent communities, some tens in number. The
principal fecz/czfafez.c authorities had rep-

resentation ex-ojLicz.o. The Parliament

met regularly, twice a year, at fairs,
mainly in Lublin. There was a beg.f dz.73,

composed of rabbis of principal communities, dealing mainly with disputes
Continued on next page
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The age Of Jewish outonorny lasted some two
centuries. It collapsed under the impact Of the decay
Of the Polish-Lithaanian Commorrvealth and the
advance Of modernity.
between communities.

sen to preside over the council, termed
by analogy to Polish terminology the
Marshal of the Parliament. In addition,

of the Parliament, and, after the PolishLithuanian monarchy became elective
later in the sixteenth century, at the
electoral assembly. The activity of the
Council of the Four Lands extended
beyond Poland and there is evidence
that it intervened diplomatically on behalf of Jewish interests in neighbouring

there was the sfe/czd/cz73, who repre-

countries.

sented the Jewish community to the
state authorities. There were other officials who performed secretarial,
treasury and taxation functions.
The Jewish Parliament undertook a

The age of Jewish autonomy lasted
some two centuries. It collapsed under
the impact of the decay of the Polish-

There were officials of the 1;a'czd,

constituting the permanent administration between vcz 'czd meetings. The

principal official was the pcz7.#czs, cho-

Lithuanian Commonwealth and the
advance of modemity. In the mid-

A Jewish court in LitJmania in the l9th century.

large nulnber of functions. There was
extensive legislation through Zczkfao73oZ,

ordinances. Some of this legislation
was religious in the strict sense, such
as the prevention of the sale of rabbinic office, and laws concerned with
the observance of sfeflbbczz. Some leg-

islation was concerned with modesty
and chastity. There were important
economic measures dealing with the

prevention of competition among Jews.
The 1;cz '¢d undertook substantial political activity, through the sfe/czd/cz73, to

promote and protect Jewish interests at
the court of the King, in the assemblies

seventeenth century a Cossack Rebellion under Bohdan Chmielnicki led to
massacres of many Jewish communities and devasted the Commonwealth.
The Jewish community suffered
immensely and entered on a period of
economic decline. The Commonwealth
was decaying rapidly, ill-served by an
ineffective feudal institution and under

pressure from powerful and assertive
neighbours.
Jewish self-goverrment did not cope
well with the collapse of the security
and prosperity of the community. Its
oligarchy of wealthy men and fe¢Jczfrfez.c

scholars was widely seen as failing to
meet the needs of the times.
In the mid-eighteenth century, in
an effort to modernise the state and
its finances, the Commonwealth
abolished the Council of the Four
Lands. Though autonomy at local level
remained, the glory was seen to depart
from Judah.
The Commonwealth did not outlive
the self-government of the Jewish
community for long. In three
partitions, in 1772, 1793 and 1795,

Russia, Prussia and Austria divided the
country between them. The old PolishLithuanian Commonwealth vanished
from the map and, with its death, the
framework in which the Jews of its
lands lived disappeared.
The Jewish communities in the
provinces seized by the partitioning
powers went separate paths. In all the
three autocracies Jewish autonomous
communal organisation was abolished.
But, even after its official abolition,
Jewish
communal
organisation
continued to function in religious
matters, which extended over many
facets of life such as education. One
less recognised aspect of communal
action was the occasional act of selfdefence. A prominent example was the
formation of the Jewish units of the
Polish National Guard in the Polish
Rising against the Russian Empire in
1830. Another was Jewish self-defence
during the Russian pogroms of the late
nineteenth century, in which the Bund
formed a spearhead.
The memory and consciousness that
Jews could govern and defend themselves influenced political thought
among East European Jews. It gave
confidence and inspiration to Zionists.
The Bund developed the idea of a Jewish autonomous community in Eastern
European lands. To the orthodox, a
Jewish community which was selfgoverning on the basis of Torah and in
which fecz/cz4fez.c authorities wielded

power, was an inspiration.
The self-government of the Jewish
community of the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth is a great link in
the Jewish tradition. It is fitting that we

should remember it at this time .

LUDWIK FINKELSTEIN I.s cz Res'eczrcfe Fe/low in Jewish History and Thought al Leo Baeck
College, Of which he is a graduate. He is also a

professorial res earcher in the Measurement and
Instrumentation Centre Of City Ur[iversity, of
which he is Professor Emeritus and former ProVice-Chancellor. He is a Fellow Of the Royal
Academy Of Engineering.
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re constantly and with
ICENOLO
ncreasing
GICAL
rap i dity
ADVANCE
transforming
S
science fiction into ordinary living.
This is especially true in biotechnology
which has made it possible for us to cure
diseases and treat conditions which were
fatal a few short years ago. Our ability to
prolong life and postpone death present
enormous ethical challenges. The
manner in which we respond to these
and a myriad of other questions will
determine the quality of the society of
the future which we will create.
As Jews, we are the heirs to a rich
ethical tradition which is enshrined in
the panoply of our sacred texts. Over
the years, individual rabbis - and now
committees of rabbis -seek to respond
to ethical and ritual queries in carefully
reasoned reflections on these texts.
Even in the past there were always instances in which existing rabbinic texts
did not address directly the problem on
which the rabbinic decision maker was
expected to adjudicate, because the
specifies of the situation were unknown to previous generations. This
difficulty increases with growing rapidity as the pace of technology
extends the range of the possible.
Therefore, he, and now she, uses analogical reasoning to extract principles
which apply to the new situations.
Most of the decisions have been
reactive rather than proactive
or anticipatory. Professor Anne
Reichmann Schiff, in a probing article

CLONING IS PERMITTED
Peter Kinobel
on Artificial Insemination by Donor,
has written:
The law's response to the new
reproductive practices to date
has generally been reactive
rather than proactive. Too often
the legal approach in this area
has been one of "crisis management," in which laws are
formulated in response to specific fact situations that require
speedy resolution. This path has
failed to acknowledge that what
is required is a paradigmatic shift
in legal thinking. What is needed
today is a coherent legal framework that is comprehensive in
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scope and sensitive to the ethical
and societal impact of this reProductive era.2
Her observation applies not only to
secular law but to the legal and ethical
probing of liberal Jewish thinkers. A
progressive halakhah must not only answer the questions asked but must
anticipate the scientific and societal
developments which are largely un-

precedented and establish a framework
for determining what is obligatory, permissible and prohibited.3
Writing in February 1978, Dr.

Walter Jacob addressed the question of
clohir\g in Responsum #20 Genetic
Engineering in his vcr:\ime Contemporary Reform Responsa.4 Long before
Dolly was a glint in her creator's test
tube, Walter Jacob was being asked to
speculate on `what if...?' The birth of
Dolly the sheep in Scotland has created a firestorm of conflicting
opinions. For some it is a great boon;
for others their worst nightmare has
been realised. If we can clone sheep,
the argument goes, it will not be long
before we can clone human beings.5
While we have many technical hurdles
to overcome, the cloning of humans is
more than Frankensteinian fantasy.
There have been many voices that have
called for a ban on the cloning of humans and, in the United States, a halt
to federally funded research. We wonder: Are we on the verge of a new era
of medical progress and economic
prosperity or is this the beginning of
the end of human life as we know it? If
we can reproduce ourselves exactly
from a single cell, are we in danger of
disconnecting reproduction from love
and as well as from sexual intercourse?
What will constitute a family in this
brave new world? Who should be
cloned? Imagine a world of thousands
of Einsteins or Eyal Berkovics or of
Adolph Hitlers as imagined in Ira Lev•m' s "ovct The Boys f rom Brazil. SnekL
selective breeding presents us with the
potential dangers of cloning on the basis of social worth i.e. societal need,
economic gain or diabolical plan.

This
represents
the
ultimate
comlnodification of individuals; clones
for sale, manufactured on demand.
Selective breeding conjures images
of Nazi eugenics. However, because a
technology is subject to misuse and
abuse does not necessarily justify its
banning. Selective breeding of animals
and plants as well as newly created
microbes and species have created
heartier crops, more efficient techniques for producing new medicines,
and cows which give more milk.
Genetic engineering and new repro-
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ductive techniques have had innumerable positive results and will prove
increasingly
beneficial
in
the
future.
Our desire to improve on nature is
an example of the creativity that we
share with God. Elliot Dorff,6 reminds
uS:

Adam and Eve are put into the
garden to "work and preserve
it." (Gen. 2:15) As long as we

preserve nature, then we have
the right and the duty to work
with it to fulfil human needs. In
a parallel Talmudic phrase we
are God's partners in the ongoing work act of creation when
we inprove the human lot in
life.

The question is, how far should we
go?7 Azriel Rosenfeld in his article
"Judaism and Gene Design" discusses
the permissibility of genetic surgery to
correct pre-natally serious defects even
if the surgery puts the foetus at risk and
then suggests:
"Our sages recognise and, per-

haps, even encourage the use of
pre-natal (or better pre-conceptional) influences to improve
one' s offspring."

As an example he cites the following story:

Rabbi Yohanan (who was renowned for his beauty) used to
go and sit at the gates of the
place of immersion, saying:
``When the daughters of Israel

come out from their required
immersion, they look at me and
may have sons who are as
handsome as I am and as accomplished in Torah as I am.8

Rosenfeld says:

This concept might well be extended to allow the use of
gene-surgical techniques to produce physically and mentally
superior children.

This certainly smacks of eugenics.
While it can be couched in phrases like
fz'4ha# o/¢" (repair of the world) or
divine-hulnan partnership in the perfection of the world, it is fraught with
danger. A good thing, namely the correction of a serious illness or physical
defect, is transformed into selective
breeding. To deliberately breed for in-

telligence or physical beauty may be
"playing God" in the negative sense of

that term.
Rosenfeld continues:

On the other hand, tuning a
person into a monster by
surgical means would very
likely be forbidden, unless it
was necessary to save his life,
and creating a monster through
gene surgery might thus also be
forbidden.

The word "might" is disturbing.
While the issue of eugenics raises significant concerns, let us return to a

prior question from a Jewish point of
view. Is it permissible to clone human
beings? If it is permissible, under what
circumstances and with what safeguards?
In Dr. Jacob's responsunl his questioner asks:

Would a person produced
through genetic engineering
rather than natural reproduction
possess a soul? Does a clone
have a soul?

Dr Jacob discusses Jewish views of
ensoulment and cites the legend of the
go/e772, a creature created of wood or

clay through the use of magical incantations and the insertion of the divine
Nalne in its mouth or the placement of
the Name on its forehead. In determining the status of the clone, he cites a
responsuln of Zvi Ashkenzi and Jacob
Emden, who rule that a go/e773 cannot
be counted in a "z.7!j;¢73 implying that a

go/e" is not fully human and therefore
has no soul.

In two very intriguing recent articles[° Professor Byron
Sherwin
explores in depth the status of the
go/e77z and the moral implications of
the go/em legend. He points out that in

many versions of the go/e7„ legend the
word go/er7! is not used but "man created by means of Se/er ye/zztcrfe. ''] I He
makes a distinction between artificial
life and artificially created life. He distinguishes between go/ems of the past
and modem go/e"F. He analogizes the
clone with a fully developed go/ew and
points out that medieval texts use the
term go/e;7! for embryo and he also
explores the mz.cZ;iczsfez.in in which Adam

wasoriginallycreatedago/e77gandonly

at the fmal stage of creation does he
become fully human.

To deliberately breed fior intelligence or pkysical
beauty may be ``playing God" in the negative sense
Of that term.
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It is clear that genetic engineering,
cloning artificial embryonisation, artificial insemination, and in vitro
fertilisation all have their positive side
even if darker possibilities always remain. The rabbis, in their discussion of
artificial life, recognised this. The character of the creator is crucial. Judaism
does accept the concept that scientific
experimentation is morally neutral but
it demands of the scientists that they be
responsible for the results of their experinents. Scientific research may be
understood as having Faustian potential for the demise or domination of
humankind or it may be viewed as one
more expression of human creativity.
It is either the work of the devil in
which one seeks to supplant God or it
is an example of z."z.fczfco Dez., one as-

pect of what it means to be created in
the image of God. As Bryon Sherwin
notes:

Classical Jewish literature
stresses these features of the
creative act...moral, technical
and intellectual prerequisites of
one who would deign to create
life. Furthermore Jewish literature refuses to sever creature
from creator. Not only is the
creator responsible for what the
creature does but the creator is
responsible for what the creature becomes. The creature
reflects not only technical skill
but also the moral nature of its
creator.12

It may be argued that God deliberately left the world incomplete for us
to complete it. In Reform Judaism, our
concept of #.4ike¢# o/cz" means that we
will use our God-given talent as being
created in the divine image to correct
the flaws and repair the fissures in creation. Our creative ability is what we
share with God. The Talmud teaches
that our ability to create is limited only
by our sirfulness.13

Dr Jacob continues:
"We are, however, concerned

with an entirely new being
which might conceivably begin
its life in a test tube from a fertilised ov#m or a variety of
genetic material and would be
capable of sexual reproduction.
We shall not discuss the desirability of such an undertaking,
but at some time in the future it
will, undoubtedly, occur with
or without approval. We could
well consider such a being to
have a soul. It will have been
Continued on next page
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formed from human material
despite all genetic alterations.
Its development will have taken
place in an artificial environ-

ment rather than the womb, but
at some point it will emerge as a
hulnan being. Hopefully, it will
then not be enslaved to its
maker or master, but will develop independently as other
human beings. Unless such pos-

ries may be viewed as a spectrum. On one

scenario would be prohibited.]5 As we
develop the techniques for cloning human beings we will have to consider
many factors, e.g., what would constitute good results and bad results; what

do we do with our mistakes?
How a human being is created does
not change his or her status. Artificially created life is not artificial life.
This is the identical point that Walter
Jacob makes near the end of his

On the one hand, if we could clone a single organ
that was a perfect match and be in unlimited
supply, what a boon it would be to people who
require transplants. On the other hand, if we clone
an embryo, use i,t and then abort it so that it can
serve as a source Of spare parts, we have entered
a moral waste land.

side is fool;¢fe - the action is proscribed, re-

quired. On the other side is the opposite,
czss#r - the action is proscribed - forbidden.
In the middle is a spectnm of possibilities
where, under certain circumstances, the action is permitted. This simple structure, it
seems to me, can be applied to about any
issue from hasfe"f to abortion, from issues
in business ethics to sexual ethics."
4

(1987)Pp.32-34.

5

Since the announcement about Dolly there

6

have been many reports of the successful
cloning of other mammals.
From a typescript of Dr Dorffs March 14,
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1997 testimony before the President's National Bio Ethics Advisory Committee.
rrcidj.f!.o# Fall, 1972, reprinted by Fred

Ttost\er in Jewish Bio-Ethics (1979) p.403.
Berakhot20a.
Azriel Rosenfeld in /ewz.s4 Bz.a-ejfez.cs p 403.
'° "Moral Implications of the Go/em Legend"
•inhis ln Partnership With God: Contempo-

8
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rary Jewish Law and Ethics 1990 pp.
181-207 and "The Go/e77! Zevi Ashkenazi

and Reproductive Biotechnology" J#dcz!.s77c
']

pp 314-322.
Sherwin "A4orcz/ Jmp/I.cczfz.o#s " p.194.

'2 Implications Of the Golem Legend p.2.04.
13 Sanhedrin 658 Rabba said, If the righteous

sibilities of independent intel1ectual and moral development
are genetically removed, this
would be a human being."

If a clone is not granted the status of
human being, it could become a being
which is enslaved to its creator like
Go/e7# of Prague or it could potentially
become simply a source of spare parts
for its older sibling.
Recently there was a case of a cou-

ple that conceived a baby for the
purpose of providing a bone marrow
transplant to an older child. While it
seems clear to me that such an act
would constitute an act of pz.haczcfe

72e/es% - saving a human life - and
therefore, be permissible, there are
some significant medical concerns especially about the lack of ability of the
younger sibling to consent to a procedure that has some risks. There are also
grave psychological concerns whether
the procedure succeeds or fails. We
must also be concerned about the precedent that this establishes and how
much risk a parent could subject a
minor to for the benefit of another child
or for that matter for the benefit of the
parent.
On the one hand, if we could clone a
single organ that was a perfect match
and be in unlimited supply, what a
boon it would be to people who require
transplants.]4 0n the other hand, if we
clone an embryo, use it and then abort
it so that it can serve as a source of
spare parts, we have entered a moral
waste land. It should be noted that it is
not clear that under Jewish law such a
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responsum that the newly created being will have a soul and is entitled to
full protection.

It is clear in Jewish law that we are
permitted to go to great lengths in order to heal or to preserve hunian life.
One is not only pemitted but also required to perfomi prohibited activities
on Sfeczbbczf to save a life. Cloning may

not be the preferred technique for solving the problem of childlessness.
However, since per# ctrevc£, procreation, is such an important mz.fzvczfe,

cloning would be permitted. Cloning
raises many of the same ethical and
%cz/czfrfez.c issues as the other new repro-

ductive techniques. Since the cloned
embryo would still, for the conceivable future, have to be implanted into a
woman's womb, issues of matemity as
well as the potential exploitation of
women who are paid to be hosts for
clones, require consideration. "Hertz
Rent A Womb" could become a profitable and exploitative entexprise .
I

This article is an abbreviated version of ``Is

One of Me Enough? To Clone or Not To
Clone That ls The Question?" In honour of
Rabbi Dr Walter Jacob's retirement delivered in Pittsburgh, Permsylvania on June 2
1997.

2

Anne Reichman Schiff "Frustrated Intentions and Binding Biology" Dz(ke I,¢w

desire it they could create worlds, for it is
written, "But your iniquities have distin-

guished between you and your God (Isa 59:2)
Rabba created a man and sent him to Rabbi
Zera. Rabbi Zera spoke to him (the artificially created man) but received no answer.
Thereupon he (Rabbi Zera) said to him (the
artificially created man); You are from the
companions. Return to your dust. Rabbi
Hanina and Rabbi Oshaia spent every Sabbath studying the Slc/er yefzj.rczfe (The Book
of Creation) by means of which they created
a third grown calf which they ate. The artificially created man is flawed not fully human
as the commentators]3 discuss and therefore
Rabbi Zera is pemitted to kill him without
being subject to the charge of murder. However, the flaw is only because of limited
righteousness of Rabba. This does not mean
that a more righteous person might not be
able to create artificially a human being. In
the meantime the Talmud reports with ap-

proval the fact Hanina and Oshaia produce
and eat a third grown calf by means of the
same book. It is clear creativity is a trait we
share with God Moral Implications p.\96.
]4 Recent press accounts in the London Jewz.s*
Cfero#z.c/e quote Orthodox authorities as stating the cloning is not prohibited by the
halacha and Lord Jakobovitz speaks positively of the possibility of cloning single
Organs.

15 The status of the foetus as potential rather

than actual life as well as the time of the
abortion would be factors in decision making. However, a full discussion of this matter
will take us too far afield.

Joc/r#a/ Vol.44 No 3 1994 p.570.

3

Prof. Byron Sherwin of Spertus Institute of
Jewish Studies in an April 16,1997 address

to Chicago Board of Rabbis stated "Just
about any halakhic problem may be presented in the following way: here are three
relevant categories. Which one applies in
this case before us? These three categories
are ¢ovc!fe, asswr and resfecff. These catego-

RABBI DR. PETER KNOBEL wczs born I.#
Newark, New Jersey and educated at Hanilton
College, HUC-JIR, and Yale. He is senior rabbi
of Beth Emet, The Free Synagogue, Evanston,
Illinois and is currently spending a sabbatical
in leafy Weybridge. He chairs the Liturgy Committee Of the CCAR.
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A wedding of. two converts to Judaism, with Rabbi Romain officiating.
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It means that the Refomi Movement
has to adopt a much more pro-active
approach to conversion. It is not good
enough any more to say that we are
`more sympathetic than the Orthodox'.

NI NEED MORE CONVERTS
Jonathan Romain
Not by Birth Alone: Corversion to
/#c7az.sw by Walter Homolka, Walter
Jacob and Esther Seidel, Cassell,
London and Washington, 1997, pp
210, p.b., £15.99, isbn 0-304-33808-7.
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declaration that "our children are our
future" is certainly still true and rightly
receives significant funding in terms
of education and youth activities. It
might be just as realistic to add ``and so
too is our conversion policy".
It may seem fanciful not only to
bracket two such disparate groups together but also to give them equal
responsibility for our collective survival. But the assertion is based on
nothing less than hard-headed facts.
The main fact is that all our most
pessimistic assessments of intermarriage - "it is approaching one in three"
- have underestimated the situation.
Whilst the Jewish comlnunity as a
whole has been concentrating on interdenominational point-scoring in the
letters column of the t/ewz.sfe Cfero#z.-

c/e, its young eligibles have been
voting with their fingers and exchang-

Jews...or, at best, face a new reality of
a substantial nulnber of mixed-faith
households in which the family has an
indeterminate status and a dual reli8ious loyalty.
There is another possibility. It is
worth bearing in mind that a high percentage of those non-Jews are exactly
that: not Christians, not Muslims, but
nothings, non-Jews. They are often

men and women with no faith of their
own, either because they were never
given a religious upbringing in the first
place or because they long ago left the
faith into which they were born.
At the same time, many of those
same people have religious instincts.
They sense the need for a religious
structure particularly when they maITy,
and even the most deeply buried
religious feelings come to the fore
when they have children.
In addition, many find the Jewish
way of life very appealing, be it the
close family life, the communal
warmth, the rhythm of the rituals or
the clarity of the ethics. No doubt this
would have passed them by had they
not been married to Jews. Having met
Judaism accidentally, they have come

The best way to have Jewish grandchildren is
ds much by welcoming corrvJrts as it i:by funding youth tours to Israel.
ing mixed-faith rings.
We now know that 44% of Jewish
males currently getting married are
choosing non-Jewish wives. The rate
for Jewish women is nearly as high.
All the indications are that this trend
will increase. It is only a matter of tine
before the Jewish Chronicle front pa.ge
headline screams "Outmarriage hits
50%". In the United States it has
already passed that point.
At worst, the community will have
to face a massive dropout of young
child-producing income-generating
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genuinely to value it.
If we were tct offer them the possibility of becomipg Jewish, we could
turn many mixed-faith households into
Jewish ones, `keep born-Jews Jewish,
gain the dedication of Jews by choice,
and ensure the continuity of Judaism
in the next generation. The best way to
have Jewish grandchildren is as much
by welcoming converts as it is
by funding youth tours to Israel. That
observation may not be politically fashionable, but it is eminently
practical.

True, we do not slam the 'phone down
on those who call for details. Nor do
we demand that candidates be more
observant than Rabbi Sacks. But with
only 120 adults converting through the
RSGB Bez.f Dz.7t each year, compared to
an estimated outmarriage rate of 1,500

per annum, it is clear that we are failing
to attract even a tenth of the numbers to
which we could aspire.
Practically this would demand that
synagogues advertise in their newsletter that they run conversion courses
and invite people to attend. Rabbis
would still make sincerity a sz.#e gafcz
#o73 when judging applicants, but

would also see the conversion of a person with a Jewish partner as being as
much in our interest as in theirs. The
rabbis would also jettison the quaint
but totally ridiculous notion of rejecting or delaying a candidate to see if
they still persist. This practice reeks of
elitism mixed with racism and should
be replaced by a warm welcome. It is
only by starting the person on the
course that both they and we can tell if
it is right for them.
Not all non-Jews will wish to
convert. For those cases the RSGB
should make much more public one of
its greatest secrets: that it will grant
Jewish status to the child of a Jewish
father and non-Jewish mother provided
certain conditions are met. These are
that the mother and ideally the. father,
too, attend an in-depth course in Jewish
knowledge so that she has a reasonable
Jewish knowledge and can support
Jewish home life. It also serves to

prevent her becoming marginalised
within the family and consequent
domestic friction.
Both she and the fattier also have to
give a writte®n unde`rtaking .to provide

the child with a Jewish upbringing
through liome ceremonies, synagogue
attendance and the religion school. The
child goes to "z.rfuefe and, if inale alrd
not already circumcised, has a bj'z.f
"z./czfe. The family come before the
Reform Beg.f Dz.7e and, assuming the
sponsoring rabbi recommends the case,
Jewish status is formally given to the
child.

It is a remarkably sensible way of
allowing children to acquire Jewish
status when their mother feels unable
to convert to Judaism yet is willing to
help the father bring them up as Jewish.
Contirmed on next page
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The alternative is to deprive the

children of Jewish life - and us of
Jewish children - or force the mother
to fake an insincere conversion.
Obviously, it would be far better if
both parents were Jewish, but then such
matters are not in our control and it is
much better to deal with reality than
fulminate or fantasise.
This procedure differs from both
Orthodox and Liberal practice, though
it does have considerable support
within Jewish tradition. For the
Orthodox, it is simply unthinkable in
the present climate - though it was not
a hundred and fifty years ago. The
Liberals regard any child who has one
Jewish parent and who has received a
Jewish education as having Jewish
status. For the Reform Movement,
Jewish status is only automatic if
the mother is Jewish, while the
children of a non-Jewish mother are
only recognised as Jewish once they
have appeared before the Rabbinic
Court.
As so often, a radical or seemingly
"un-Jewish" development has deep

roots within Judaism itself. As far back
as the fifth century, the rabbis of the
Talmud declared that the conversion
of a minor without his parents was
pemiissible "by the direction of the
court". The justification for such a step
was that the conversion was to the
child's advantage -Ketubot lla. It
showed that conversion of minors did
happen and was considered desirable.
It also suggests an air of selfconfidence and religious outreach

that would be to our advantage to
emulate.
Those still dubious of opening wide
our doors to more proselytes, would do
well to reed Not By Birth Alone, a.
collection of short articles on
conversion to Judaism. Together they
provide both a historical perspective
from Biblical times to the present and
an examination of the personal stories
of those who have become Jewish.
The sympathies of the book are
given away immediately in the foreword by Rabbi Alexander Schindler,

the former leader of American Refomi
Jewry. He demands to know why "we
continue to resist the notion of an assertive Judaism" and wonders whether
we are ashamed of our faith and think
it has little to offer the world. Whilst
British readers may dismiss his call for
an active proselytisation campaign as
too American, they may be surprised
to learn that the origins lie in a speech
in London in 1949 by Rabbi Leo Baeck
who declared that: "Mankind is hungry and thirsts for that which Judaism
can say...Should we not send our missionaries to Asia and to other places?"
He also reminded listeners that "We
are in need of expansion for our own
sake".
The article by Rabbi Jonatban
Wittenberg demonstrates convincingly
that whilst rabbinic attitudes in the past
have been ambivalent, sometimes valuing converts, sometimes disparaging
them, there are ample precedents for
being more welcoming in today's situation. In particular he quotes Rabbi

The author conducting a class f;or proselytes in Maidenhead Synagogue.

David Tzvi Hoffinan ( 1843-192 l ) who

permitted the conversion of the husband of a pregnant Jewish woman on
three grounds: that as he was already
married, the sincerity of his motives
should not be doubted, that accepting
him would free the Jewish woman from
the sin of intermarriage, and that any
children would be influenced more
positively towards Judaism if their
father was also Jewish.
The most moving articles are those
by converts themselves. The editors
have chosen writers who show great
commitment, and what emerge

powerfully are the problems many
have encountered in being accepted by
born Jews. Their enthusiasm for
Judaism seemed an embarrassment perhaps a challenge - for those who
took it for granted. Instead of being
welcomed - as they would be with an
air of triumph in many other faiths the convert was regarded either as an
oddity or a threat. As Rabbi Lionel
Blue muses in his piece, it seems
almost as if Jews have subconsciously
begun to believe Hitler's assertion that

they are racially different and therefore
cannot integrate newcomers.
Other contributions illustrate notjust
what the convert takes on but also what
they give up. Both Rabbi Hadassah
Davis and Dorothea Magonet refer to
the childhood memories and cultural
experiences from which they cut
themselves off, and the emotional
sacrifices this can entail. Dorothea
Magonet also alludes to the complex
motives behind conversion, including
non-religious ones, such as an attempt,
albeit subconscious, to separate from
one's family and establish a new
identity for oneself.
If the book has a weakness, it is in its
brevity. Allocating three pages to
Rabbi John Rayner and allowing only
four for a discussion on conversion in
the Bible gives an air of superficiality
to a book that contains much of depth.
Conversion/-o772 Judaism was beyond
its brief, but only Lionel Blue
acknowledges that conversion is a two-

way process and alludes to the fact that
some Jews leave Judaism for other
religions. Perhaps that is another
reason to be grateful to those who
choose to share our faith when they
have so many other choices I

Rczbbz., wrz.fer a#d broczdcasfer, DR JONATHAN
Ttyo:MA:IN is minister Of Maidenhead Syna-

gogue and the oufhor of several books , including
Till Faith Us Do Part, cz sf#dy o/I.Hfermczrrz.ngc,
¢#d Faith and Practice, cz gwz.cJe fo jig/arm
Judaism today.
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ESSAY

CUIJTURES CONTINUE TO CLASH
Moshe Raviv
To mark the 5 0th Amiversary Of the Foundation Of the
State Of Israel, MA:NNAL asked Moshe Raviv to
coitribute an evahation Of the fast 50 years Of the
Jewish State. Moshe Raviv was Israel's Ambassador in
London from 1993 to the end Of 1997. He coirmanded
an unprecedented level Of respect and af fection both

within the British Jewish community and beyond. A

most distinguished diplomatic career, covering a
considerable part Of the period under exarninedon,
gives Raviv 's assessment both insight and, cndhority.

in the life of states whose histories are
recorded in hundreds of years. The
Fiftieth anniversary of Israel is
different because it marks the first fifty
years of the Jewish State and the
reafisation of a dream of two thousand
years - to regain Jewish independence
and sovereignty. It is therefore a time
for justified celebration, not just for
Israelis but for every Jew in all comers
of the globe. For Israel belongs to all
Jews whether they live in the country
or abroad. All share an ancient
heritage, faith in Almighty God, a
biblical moral code which is at the root
of the Judeo-Christian civilisation, a
saga of dispersion and suffering
leading up to the Holocaust and the
elation of renewed independence. Jews
living in the Diaspora must decide for
themselves the extent of their
commitment and involvement. As
Israel is a democracy, decisions on
defence, foreign affairs and other
major issues are taken by the elected
representatives in the Knesset and
government but the voice of Diaspora
Jewry is important and is carefully
listened to by most Israeli
goverrments.
Israel grew in an interdependent and
dynamic international environment,
politically dominated by the Cold War
and all its afflictions and, economically and scientifically, by swift and
dramatic changes. When David BenGurion read out the Declaration of
Independence in May 1948 it took
about eight hours to travel by air from
Tel-Aviv to London. Today an astronaut can circle the globe in an hour and
a half. This is just one example of the
momentous changes whicb have talken
place and to which our young state has
adjusted well.
Similarly, the past five decades were
not shaped by Israel alone but by a
regional reality, basically hostile to the
Jewish State. The result was that nearly
every decade had its war and the intervals between wars were interspersed
with unabated terror. Therefore the
need to defend our existence was the
paramount issue during this fomative
period, dictating our priorities and
overshadowing other imp ortant aspects
of our lives. Between 1948 and 1967

the Arabs had entertained the hope that
they would be able to overcome Israel
by sheer force. Only after the Six-Day
War did sensible Arabs reach the conclusion that Israel is here to stay and no
Arab country or, combination of states

would be able to uproot it. Yet no Arab
goverrment or authoritative Palestinian body had been willing to come to
the negotiating table and talk peace.

Another bitter war, the Yon Kippur
war, was needed and an additional ten
years until President Anwar Sadat arrived in Jerusalem in 1977, taking the
first significant step on the road to
peace with Israel. We can look upon
Sadat's historic visit as the beginning
of the slow and, at times still bloody,
march towards peace that we are still
experiencing to day.
Even with a fifty years retrospect it
is still hard to overstate the vision and
courage of the founding fathers of the
State, especially of David Ben-Gurion
and Chain Weizlnann. They made two
crucial decisions in 1947 and 1948: To

accept the Partition Plan of the United
Nations which divided Palestine into a
Jewish state and an Arab state. There
were those in the Zionist movement
who opposed the Partition scheme, but
the leaders understood that once there
was a legitimate legal basis for the establishment of a Jewish state, it should
be seized upon and the struggle should
be carried forward from there. They
led the Zionist movement into accepting a compromise and triumphed. The
Palestinian Arabs rejected the opportunity for an honourable, intemationally

about one percent of the Jewish popu1ationlivingtheninlsrael,fellinbattle.
Israel's achievements since 1948
represent a catalogue of remarkable
success. But the young state could not
live up to the expectations of its founders in every area. Therefore the Fiftieth
anniversary is also a time for intense
introspection as well as for gazing into
the future. The ingathering of the Jewish people, starting with the Holocaust
survivors, up to the latest waves of
newcomers from the former Soviet
Urion and Ethiopia, and the natural
demographic growth have increased
the Jewish population more than sevenfold. We are now inching towards
the five million figure. The moulding
of immigrants originating from 70 different countries, with diverse
backgrounds, into one people was and
remains a foremost challenge. The social process of integration is still
incomplete and it will probably require
another two to three generations. Chalture clashes between Ashkenazi Jews
with a western education and wellversed in democracy and those coming
from a non-democratic environment

are not uncormon.
As the first imperative was to survive as a state in the face of continuing
hostility, we built a strong, modem and
highly sophisticated army - the Israel

The ltf tieth anniversary Of Israel is dif ferent because
it marks the fflty years Of the Jewish State and the
realisation Of a dream Of two thousand years - to
regain Jewish independence and s overeigrrty.
recognised, accommodation. They
dragged the Arab countries into war
and led their own people to fifty years
of untold suffering.
The second decision, made by BenGurion and supported by leaders of the
Yishuv, was to proclaim the State on
May 14,1948. There was considerable
opposition to this historic declaration

by the powerful American Secretary of
State, George Marshall and by the
mandatory power, Great Britain, as
well as the danger of an imminent attack by all neighbouring Arab
countries. The armies of Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and some forces
from Iraq, attacked Israel on the morrow of independence. Half a million
Jews living in Palestine with very few
weapons but with a mighty spirit,
fought Israel's first war -the War of
Independence - and repulsed the enemy. Six thousand men and women,

Defence Forces ¢FD). Its main doctrine is based on `defence and
deterrence' and it was, unfortunately,
tried and tested in five major wars: The
1948 War of Independence, the Sinai
Campaign in 1956, the Six Day War in
1967, the Yon RIppur War in 1973
and the War in Lebanon (operation
Peace For Galilee) in 1982. h the late
Sixties the IDF also fought a costly
war of attrition along the Suez Canal,
with Egypt. In the Eigivies the army
had to cope with a popular Palestinian
uprising - The Intifada. The IDF also
fulfilled an important social role, serving as a `melting pot' and forging
young people from diverse backgrounds into proud Israelis.
Next to defence, education became
the second highest priority of Israeli
governments. Leaning and education
was an inseparable trait of the Jewish
ethos throughout the generations. The

needtointegratepeoplespeakingabout
eighty different languages, into Hebrew speaking Israelis, acquaint them
with modem literature, theatre and
folklore, was a daunting task, especially as in the first five years of the
state 750 thousand new immigrants arrived and the school population grew
fourfold. The figures alone do not illustrate the difficulties in coping with a
huge number of children from such
varied educational backgrounds as Iraq
and North Affica, Romania, Bulgaria
and Poland and having them adapt to
the Israeli educational system and curriculum. Supplementary schooling had
to be provided and the results were
noticeable: while in the Sixties only 32
percent of children completed high
school, in the Nineties the figure rose
to 80 percent. Special schools were es-

tablished for vocational training.
Academic institutions were added to

ibhse°rsiat£:tfgs°¥:ges[kd;rtinp°]P9*;f°wn;
had 141 thousand pupils and in 1996 1.7 million studied in a variety of
schools. Great emphasis was put on the
quality of education, on preparing the
country for the new era in science and
technology and on a relentless drive
for excellence.

h every domain, the economy, infrastructure, health, science and social
welfare our progress has been staggering. However next to defence and
education it is the social fabric of the
country that will have a lasting impact
on the character of Israel. Demographic
changes are continuous in a country
which is continuously absorbing
immigration. The Ashkenazi predominance of the first three decades is
slowly giving way to a more ethnically
balanced influence. The children of
immigrants from Islamic countries,

Iraq, North Afiica and the Yemen, now
well educated and trained, are achieving status and influence and many are
occupying key positions in government, the army, the arts and literature.
This process of adjustment is accompanied by social tension, which is,
happily, on the decrease compared
with the first four decades. As time
passes and Ashkenazi and Sepharadi
families intermarry differences fade
away in the second and third generation. Nevertheless, Israeli society is
more of a mosaic than monolithic. The
contemporary average Israeli is less
European, moderately more religious,
better educated and more materialistic,
however lacking the idealism of the
founding generation. Yet he is as dedicated and patriotic as his parents and is

We can look upon Sadat's historic visit as the
begiming Of the slow and, at ti,mes still bloody,
march towards peace that we are still experiencing
today.
coping with change better than his
forefathers.
The social revolution in Israel is
closely tied to economic growl. In the
first twenty-five years economic
growth had been at a very hich rate,
averaging 9 to 10 percent per armum.
After the Yon Kippur war and the oil
crisis there was a considerable decrease

in growl. Today the total gross national product (GDP) tops 90 billion
dollars annually, which is 24 times
higher than in 1950. The per capita
GDP is close to 17 thousand dollars

per armum which is not far behind the
UK and higher than in Spain, Portugal
and Greece. The socialist economy of
the Fifties and Sixties was replaced by
a special brand of competitive market
economy. To compete with modem industrialised countries and attract
foreign investment, industry had to become more efficient and Israel had to
move away from labour intensive
manufacturing to high technology,
computer software, electronics and
telecommunications. Exports have
surged to about twenty billion dollars a
year. The immigration from the former
Soviet Uhion and the Oslo Agreement
with the Palestinians led to an economic boom between 1993 and 1996.

It is expected that the present coolingdown period will end once the peace
negotiations record further progress.
The socio-economic changes requiredmodificationofthewelfarestate
approach. However, as a country of
immigration, Israel camot afford a
high unemployment rate. The large
wave of immigration from the former
Soviet Union, totalling more than 700
thousand newcomers since 1991, also
brought on its wings a considerable
number of elderly people who are provided with social security benefits and
health care. A few years ago national
health-care, modelled chiefly on the
British system, was introduced. Life
expectancy in Israel is one of the highest in the world; 75.9 for men and 79.8
for women.
Tension between the religious and
secular has increased recently although
strains between the two comlnunities
had been a constant factor since the
establishment of the state. Ben-Gurion

was very keen to have the National
Religious Party QIRP) in his government so that they would help shoulder
the formidable challenges of the young
state and forge greater unity. He aimed
at a broad consensus supporting the
major objectives in defence, absorption of immigration and education and,
in return agreed to the jurisdiction of
Rabbinical courts over issues relating
to personal status like marriages, births
and deaths, and to the exemption of
Yeshivah students from compulsory
army service. While the Rabbinical
courts were necessary to ensure the
Jewish character of the state, the latter
concession, which in 1949 had involved only about 300 Yeshivah
students, became extremely controversial. Today there are tens of thousands
of young people studying in Yeshivot
and many Israelis find this unjustified
and feel the defence burden is unequally divided.
The gap between the religious and
secular sections of the population widened following the Six-Day War. The
outcome of the war inspired the ideal
of Greater Israel stipulating that no territory on the West Bank biblieally,
named Yehudah and Shomron (Judah
and Samaria), should be returned to
the Palestinians. Members of the National Religious Party championed this

new trend and fought to prevent a territorial compromise. This outlook
clearly stood in the way of a settlement
with the Palestinians which could not
be achieved without territorial concessions. As long as there were no
Palestinian partners to negotiate peace
the argument was academic but a settlement drive was initiated to create
"irrevocable facts". The NRP was in
the forefront of this endeavour. After
the Oslo accords were concluded in
1993, the NRP together with other
right-wing parties led the opposition to
the interin agreement with the Palestinians.
The combination of religious radicalism and nationalism had become
sbarper after the election of Menachem
Begin in 1977 and eased the way to
lasting political coalitions between
Likud and the religious parties. Since
1977 the NRP has become a pivotal

partner in right-wing goverrments.
Under the Netanyahu government they
are, to some extent, moving away from
the Greater Israel concept without admitting it. The NRP did not leave the
cabinet following the decision to withdraw from Hebron. The next test will
be the decision to further re-deploy
from the West Bank and hand over
more teritory to the Palestinians.
The Sepharadi community, chiefly
of Moroccan descent, formed their own
Party -Sha's,led by fomer Sepharadi
Chief Rabbi, Ovadya Yoseph. By now
they have ten members of Knesset. Po1itically they are more moderate than
the NRP and religiously, more orthodox. They play up the ethnic issue and
created their own schooling system "EI
Hanayan".
The ultra-religious community
Qlareidim) is politically moderate and
pro-peace. They stress the sanctity of

human life as the supreme value in
Judaism and concentrate on augmenting religious legislation.
The assassination of prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin by a religious Jew has
led to a great deal of soul-searching.
The constant drift of the National Religious Party to the right generated a
movement for a moderate, pro-peace,
Zionist oriented religious direction, led

by MEIMAD. They maintain that the
NRP "has no monopoly on Torah, neither on Eretz Yisrael, nor on Zionism"
and oppose coercive religious legisla-

tion. Whether this movement will
become a serious political force in the
next general election, it is too eady to
judge.
The modem, liberal religious trends
represented by Mesorati or Conservative Judaism, by Reconstructionism
and led by the Progressive aieform)
Movement are very active and gaining
support fi.om people who would like to
maintain our tradition and shun away
from orthodoxy. However they lack
official recognition.
Thecombinedpowerofthereligious
parties in the Knesset is no more than
20 percent. But because of the electoral system they can tip the balance in

favour of the richt or left and decide
which party will form the next government, thus yielding greater influence
than their actual electoral weight. This
and the fact that there is no separation
of religion from state, causes considerable tension and raises issues like the
Conversion Bill. On February 23,
1998, Likud and Labour joined in the
K]iesset to support a proposal worked
out by a Committee headed by Finance

MinisterYaakovNe'eman.Aftermany
months of deliberations with the ortliodox and non-orthodox branches of
religion, Ne'eman suggested that conversions in Israel should be performed
only according to Halakhah but a joint
institute of Orthodox, Conservative
and Reform streams would prepare the
candidates for conversion. The Report
was supported by the majority in the
Knesset but rejected by the Chief Rabbinate. The issue is of great
significance especially as there are
about 200 thousand immigrants from
Russia and the former Soviet Republies who face the problem of
conversion.
The Ne'eman Report was a serious
attempt to defuse tension between Is-

rael and Diaspora Jewry over the
Conversion Bill and a first step in pragmatic co-operation between Orthodox
Jewry and the Conservative and Reform movements. Serious religious
thinkers in Israel and abroad also recognise that coercive legislation can
cause great ham to religion and fuel
anti-religious feelings. There is certainly a need for greater tolerance by
the religious public. They must accord
prioritytotheunityofthepeoplerather
than champion the messianic dream of
Greater Israel. The NRP leadership is
already sensing that many of their followers are refusing to hold peace
hostage to territories. The secular, too,
must lean to look upon the religious
public as brothers in building a unique
enterprise, the Jewish State. Israel has
a long way to go to reinforce dialogue
and enhance understanding between
the two communities.
A constitutional change raising the
threshold to 3.5 percent for pofitical
parties to be elected, would limit the
ability of tiny parties to enter the
Knesset and create a healthier and more
stable parliamentary system. Like the
endorsement of the Ne'eman Report,
this is attainable only by close cooperation between Labour and Likud.
Of all the challenges Israel is facing
on its Fiftieth anniversary, further
progress towards a comprehensive
peace is by far the most inportant. The
1979 peace treaty between Israel and
Egypt that Prime Minister Begin concluded with President Sadat was a
decisive opening of a long process that
would eventually lead to peace. The
crulnbling of the Soviet Uhion, the end
of the cold war, and the successful outcome of the Gulf War, paved the way
for the Madrid Conference. The Arabs
and Palestinians recognised that direct
negotiations with Israel are ilnperative.

The next crucial step forward was the
Oslo Accord with the PLO in 1993. It

was a major breakthough with the Palestinians who recognised Israel' s right
to exist and agreed to a five-year
period for hterim Self-government.
The implementation of the various
stages of this agreement is still under
negotiation. Since it was signed, Israel
has withdrawn from Gaza and seven
Palestinian cities on the West Bank;
democratic elections for a Palestinian
Council were held; their executive
body, The Palestinian Authority under
the Chairmanship of Arafat, is well established and the majority of the
Palestinian population is under its jurisdiction. The most difficult problem
plaguing the negotiations is terror committed by Hamas and Islamic Jihad.
The government of Prime Minister
Netanyahu has slowed down the peace

1itical map. He is the main challenger
to Prime Minister Netanyahu.
The history of the past fifty years
has been deeply scarred by the surprise
attack of the Yon Kippur War and by
the assassination of Prime Minister
Rabin by a Jewish zealot. Rabin died
fighting for peace with security and
ensuring that Israel would remain a
Jewish, and not a bi-national, state.
The major challenges of the future
include the strengthening of the
democratic system by constitutional
changes; an improved code of conduct
between the religious and secular
population; improving the condition
of 800 thousand Israeli Arabs; reabsoaption and integration of new
immigrants; maintaining a high quality
of education; and standing shoulder to
shoulder with Diaspora Jewry against
the dangerous trend of assimilation.

The history Of the past fflty years has been deeply
scarred by the surprise attack Of the Yom Kippur Twar
and by the assassination Of Pri,me Minister Robin by
a Jewish zealot. Robin di,ed fighting fior peace with
security and ensuring that Israel would remain a
Je:wish, and not a bi-ncdional, state.
negotiations. Negotiations with Syria
are on complete hold because President
Assad
is
insisting
on
preconditions. The multilateral negotiating groups on regional economic
co-operation, water problems and the
environment have not convened for a
very long time. Netanyahu did, however, endorse the Oslo Agreement and
accepted the need for territorial compromise on the West Bank. He is the
first Likud leader to depart from the
notion of Greater Israel and to talk of
an augmented `Allon Plan' for the solution of the territorial conflict with
the Palestinians. Thus he is moving the
Likud to the centre of Israel's political
map. However, his main test is still to
come and will depend on further implementation of Oslo and the
negotiation of the difficult permanent
status issues.

In June 1997 the Labour party
elected Ehud Barak as its leader. The
56 year-old former Chief of Staff and
Foreign Minister has a wealth of experience in defence and a thorough
understanding of Israel's strategic
problems. Politically, he is very much
a follower of the late Prime Minister
Yitzhck Rabin, at the centre of the po-

To malre sure that peace will be lasting, Israel must maintain a strong and
sophisticated army at all times. Given
the volatility of fran and Iraq, Israel
cannot ignore the strategic dangers
emanating from weapons of mass destruction and missile warfare. Israel is
well established as a respected member of the intemational community,
having diplomatic relations with 160
nations. Yet it still has a long way to go
inestablishingitselfintheMiddleEast
and this will come only with a comprehensive peace that must include Syria
and Lebanon.
With all the difficulties and ilnperfections we can look back over the past
fifty years and describe them as a remarkable success story. With all the
difficulties and challenges we can look
forward to the next fifty years with
considerable optimism .
MOSHE RAVIV wfzf bor# I.# Ro"cr7!z.a z.72 JP35.

Edltcated at the Hebrew Uriversity in Jerusalem c[nd the Uiriverstry Of London, he served
botle Golda Mctr and Abba Ebban when they

were Foreigri Minister as well as performing
tours Of drty in London, Washington and the
Philippines bofore becoving his country's A:i'I'r
bassador in London in 1993. His book Clsra.ct at

50. will be published by Weiderfeld and
Nicholson in May.
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minutes to eight in the moming, tells
them what has been going on in and
around his life and soul, sometines
leaves behind a smile, and always
hope.

It has made him the best known and
loved cleric in this country. I am asked
just one question by non-Jews whom I
meet for the first time: "Oh, do you
know Lionel Blue?" He has brought
God back into the lives of millions, as
a being to whom they can relate and as
someone about whom it is both
sensible and respectable to talk in a
godless age. To millions more he has
put the smile back on the face of God.
That is an achievement that has eluded
every cardinal and archbishop in this
country for most or all of this century.
For an immigrant-stock, East End
tailor's son, it is a sturming feat.
He has done this first by an absolute
honesty about himself, with himself
and with us, about his lively and at
times turbulent soul. He has had the
courage to push that honesty way
beyond the security barriers which
most of us set up around our inmost
selves.

"The honest part of me," he writes in

this candid and moving spiritual
travelogue, "which I have never been
able to suppress..."

WHY IS LIONEL BLUE

BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE CLERIC?
William Wolff
Lionel

Blue -

My

Af:fair with

Cferz.sfz.cz7zz.ty. Hodder & Stoughton

£15.99 h.b. London,1998, ppl64.

mystified tourists in St. Peter's Square,
"who is that white figure with Cohen?"

O¥]o::i::¥=e::rL=g::Nd::t:¥:oL¥T::f
the one about Cohen, the bustling
kosher butcher who goes on a guided
tour of Rome. By 11.30 on Sunday
morning he has vanished. At noon two
figures appear on the Vatican balcony
instead of one. ``Who," ask the
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Substitute Blue for Cohen and you
could not raise a titter in this country.
Because to all but a few Catholics,
Rabbi Lionel Blue is infmitely better
known and loved than John Paul 11.
After all, it is not the i'ope who comes
into their kitchen or bedroom at 13

He accepted his honesty, however
inconvenient at times, as he has
ultimately had the strength to face
every reality outside or inside himself,
whether it brought pain or balm.
He is honest about his sexuality, the
expression of which was a criminal
offence for half of his life. His uncompromising honesty on that and every
other topic is one reason why his large
national following is not matched by
any wide popularity inside the Jewish
community, whicb lives by makebelieve more religiously than it. lives
by Torah.
Blue has also accepted more fully
than most of us the open society in
which we now live, and the vast
consequences that flow from it.
That is the second secret of his mass
appeal. And that led also to his flirtation with Christianity, a dalliance that
has grown into a life long friendship
rather than a partnership or mariage.
It started with the big band of bells

that greeted bin when he arrived in
Oxford to become a student. Christianity began, he reports, "to seep through
to me from all directions, from Latin
graces, plaques on walls, theology
bookshops, from the church beside my
bedroom against which students piled
up gravestones to climb in."
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More important, like all of us who
went to state schools, he met non-Jews,
"and made a great discovery ... that
some also possessed a yiddish heart
and a yiddish compassion, just as I
know Jews who possessed neither."

He found Jesus at a time when he
desperately needed a friend, even
though invisible and untouchable. He
could relate to Jesus who ``came from
my class too, the artisan Jewish lowermiddle class." And with the ineverence
that is twinned with his deep sense of
awe, he adds: "He was not quite
Golders Green, but he was certainly
Hackney or Stoke Newington."
Above all he embraced "the open
secret that there are revelations and

retains such a strong Jewish identity.
People relate to someone with firm
roots and a strong identity rather than
to in-vitro multicultural creations.
He may call himself a "free range"

believer who has not fenced off his
childhood faith from truth. But because
he remains nourished by the Jewish
roots of his East End childhood, and
above all by the love and faith his
Russian grandmother gave him, he
brings back such gems as he finds in
other faiths to his "religious home, to
join the tradition which we inherited,
to enrich it with new life and fresh
experience. That is our faithfulness."
This quotation and everything which
he says and writes reveals the third

Blue's foirtation with Christianity became a

friendship rather than a marriage because his
own Jewish roots were too strong.
brands of goodness other than our
own." He discovered that Christianity,
starting from Jewish roots, had
developed a way of searching for God
and relating to God which can be a
vitamin supplement to any religious
Jew, just as some of the practices of
Judaism could enhance the religious
life of Christians. Neither church nor
synagogue can as yet cope with that
fact. But those who accept it can enrich
their religious life without destroying
their allegiance to their own heritage.
So he did not become a Hugh
Montefiore, who converted to Christianity at Rugby and went on to become
Bishop of Birmingham, or a Nick
Howard, the barmitzvah boy and
former Home Secretary's son who became a Christian at Eton, and is
currently seeking to evangelise Jews at
Oxford. Blue's flirtation with Christianity became a friendship rather than a
marriage firstly because his own Jewish roots were too strong. And secondly
because he found he could not carry
the doctrinal baggage that comes with
Christianity ... the miracles, the virgin
birth, the resurrection, and the "exclusivity"... the insistence that ultimately
there is only one way to salvation.
So after Oxford he eurolled as Leo
Baeck College's second student, and
became a rabbi, a unique rabbi who
largely through the radio, some
television and an endless round of
retreats and seminars, has taken his
teaching and his pastoral ministry to
the nation at large.
He is all the more credible to his vast
non-Jewish following because he

secret of his success. That is his
superb command of language. Jokes

are only a minor ingredient in the Blue
mix. Much more important is his
supreme gift of clarity - and you
cannot long be clear without using
simple words and simple sentences.
And Blue caps his felicity of word
with a great fertility of image.
But above all he has a great need of
God and a life long relationship with
God. That is his final and most open
secret. Whether at moments of pain to
the point of grief and agony, or at the
more dangerous moments of dull
indifference, he never gives up on
God.
Because he looks for God, he finds

God at bus stops - yes, fame has not
stopped him travelling by bus and
underground - and at supermarket
checkouts, as well as on monastery
retreats and in encounters with dying
Aids patients. And with his
unflinching honesty, he is not afraid
to keep talking about God.
That is his continuing and lasting
contribution to British society at this
turn of the century. With that he
continues to meet a huge need in our
secular and rudderless society which
has failed to abolish God and
managed to sideline the deity instead.
Blue restores God to office gossip
and hair-drier chat because he has
liberated the deity from the jargon of
past centuries and brings it into every
twist and U-turn of his and our daily
life.
He accepts that scripture has lost its
appeal and authority, and with it its

automatic power to guide and inspire.
"Es steit geschribben" -it is `wi:ffyen -

cuts no more ice and makes no more
converts in large sections of the Jewish
and non-Jewish communities.
"For me, and lots like me, it is not
like that any more," he concedes. "Our
basic text is our life experience." And
so we each have to write our own
scripture.
That is Blue's basic belief and
teaching. So far so good.
But that alleyway can be only the
start of a longer and still harder road,
so far largely unadopted by Blue or
anyone else.
The daily and everlasting challenge
to rabbis and all clergymen in the
Judaeo-Christian tradition is to take our
ancient scriptures and make them
relevant to our 1998 lives. For that we
cannot rely only on the rabbinic
teachings of the past. Chunks of the
mediaeval commentator Rashi and
earlier rabbinic tales and discourses,
wedged into the middle of our sermons,
switches the minds of most
congregants into day dreams about
their next party, shopping spree or ten
thousand mile car service.

Neither can we duck the fact that
those scriptures have made up the rope
that has held together Jewish life
through much more than two
millemia. And it is our job to see that
they continue to do so into the next.
We have to weave the scripture of
Blue's and our lives together with
Torah and Tenach into a new source of
insight and inspiration.
And so, for one last expedition in
search of God, to the concourse of
London's Euston Station. If you look
up as you go in, it is after all a tiny mite
like a cathedral. Blue fmds a seat and
goes into a closed-eye reverie about
his life and our God. Suddenly he gets
up, goes to one of the kiosks on the
wall, and buys three sandwiches.
``One is for me, another for a beggar,
and the third for a French student who
is obviously down to her last penny,
like I used to be. It' s sentimental stuff,"
he adds, "but a bit of heaven begins
to open, which is the test. The old
magic/mythology still works..."
That is Lionel Blue, with all his stark
honesty, all his simple goodness, and
all his straight godliness .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.a mz.#z.sfer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He has previously
served both Liberal and Reform synagogues in
Brighton, Reading, Milton Keynes _and
Newcastle~upon-Tyne and started his Jill-time
rabbinic career as an assistant to Rabbi Hugo
Gryn at the West London Synagogue. He was
trained at Leo Baeck College.
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Rabbi Dr. Michael Shire, Director of the Centre for Jewish

Education, the educational agency of the Reform and Liberal
Movements in Britain, has just edited a new Haggadah. It is lavishly
illustrated with reproductions of medieval Haggadot from the British
Library collection. The text is an adaptation of the ULPS Haggadah

and Rabbi Shire has contributed a new and original commentary.
The Haggadah, which is available in both English and German
editions is published by Frances Lincoln in London in association
with the British Library, priced at £17.99 hb (isbn 0 71121106X).

:'. . .:
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Published by Frances Lincoln in association with the British Library. © British Library 1998.
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MUST BIMAH BECOME BATTLEFIELD?
ofA44jvIV4 included a letter from
THE Rabbi
SPRING
Dr Michael
1997 EDITION
Hilton of
Menorah Synagogue, Cheshire, in
which he expressed concern about

Barry Palmer

a syndrome which means that
rabbis have a "honeymoon" period in a new congregation fior a
year or even longer, fiollowed by a
period Of furious criticism. Some
survive the storm. Many come to
griof as the relationship breaks
down completely.

propose here simply to accept that it is
sufficiently widespread to demand attention. This fits with my own
observations and with what others have
told me and, in particular, with the pie-

ture which Rabbi Jeffrey Newman,
ElizabethCrossickandtheircolleagues
have built up over the years through

He goes on:

I have seen this happen to so
many colleagues in so many dif
ferehi types Of congregation, that I
cannot believe it is simply due to
personality clashes. There is something in the very structure Of the
rabbi-employ er relationship which
urgently needs addressing.
I share his belief that there is a structural dimension to these conflicts, as
well as factors that may be attributable
to personal differences. Understanding
this `systemic' dimension may not require abstruse analysis, but we have to
be willing to see it. I also suppose that
whatever conflicts there are between
rabbis and communities, the critical

question is not so much what causes

them, as what prevents them being
resolved? The stmctures of organisa-
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own encounters with Progressive
Judaism.
If this were a research study, it
would be necessary to investigate the
extent of strife between communities
and their rabbis, what it is said to be
about, and how often it ends in tears. I

tions are never ideal arid sometimes
awful, but people manage to transcend
them. So why do some synagogue
councils and rabbis flnd themselves
unable to do this?
This article is intended to open up
the conversation. It is based on conversations with Rabbis Michael Hilton and
Tony Bayfield and others, and on my

the Leo Baeck College Rabbinic Profiling prograrrme.
We should note that conflict between salaried staff and honorary
officers is not confined to congregational Judaism. I have run workshops
for the National Council for Voluntary
Organisations to examine the friction
between Trustees and Chief Executives
of large and small voluntary associations. There are stories of honeymoons
and divorces. Voluntary organisations
are competing for slices of a shrinking

fmancial cake, and are, at the same
time, subject to standards of quality
and accountability which are becoming more demanding. Under this stress,
the partnership between honorary officers and staff sometimes breaks down
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"resourceless dependence". There is

The rabbi seldom has the full authority of a
Chief Executive. There may be differences of
perception
of this authority,
leading
to Senichah,
-misunderstanding
and confoict.
Also,

rabbinic ordination, confirms the authorisation
of a man or woman to serve Jewry as a rabbi,
not just one congregation.
in mutual mistrust and recrimination.
But it may be misleading to assume
close parallels between synagogues
and secular voluntary organisations.
Councils and rabbis share the governance of their synagogues: the rabbi
seldom has the full authority of a Chief
Executive. There may be differences
of perception of this authority, leading
tomisunderstandingandconflict.Also,
Semz.cfecz%, rabbinic ordination, con-

firms the authorisation of a man or
woman to serve Jewry as a rabbi, not
just one congregation. In this respect,
the present system by which rabbis are
employed and paid by individual congregations, does not fit the concept of
the rabbi's authorisation which is implicit in his or her training. This does
not mean that it camot work. But it
demands that congregations regard
themselves as having the privilege of
paying rabbis to serve the Jewish people, rather than as buying his or her
services for themselves. That is a lot to
expect.

There is a further question. Is it true,
as I have been told, that there are distinctive troubles within the Reform, as
compared with the Liberal, movement,
in Britain, and as compared with the
Reform movement in other countries?
If there is less conflict between rabbis
and so-called `1ay' leaders in ULPS
than in RSGB congregations, I do not

know why that is, though I shall offer a
few speculations. In one respect it
would be surprising, since few ULPSaffiliated congregations have groion
over the last ten years, and membership of the movement as a whole has
declinedby10%,whereasahigher|]roportion of RSGB congregations are
growing, and the movement as a whole
has held its own over the same period.
We might have expected anxiety in the
declining movement to be greater, perhaps finding expression in differences
between rabbis and communities. This
appears not to be so.

The roots of the difference between
relations in ULPS and RSGB synagogues may be historical. I understand
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that early Reform synagogues were
founded by lay members who then
hired rabbis, and subsequently affiliated to what became the RSGB. The
first Liberal congregations were affiliated from the beginning, and their
ethos reflected the standing of Lily
Montagu and Claude Montefiore, the
•one a lay preacher and the other an
academic, who although not rabbis,
were the equivalent of today' s rabbinic
leaders.

Both also have different problems
about defining their distinctive identity. In Refom synagogues, the critical
question is, what distinguishes us from
Orthodoxy? This question looms larger
in Britain than in the USA because of
the greater numerical strength of the
Orthodox tradition in Britain. Refomi
synagogues are vulnerable to internal
divisions over questions of fecz/czfafeo%

and of the role of women in synagogue
life. I have been struck by members of
Reform congregations who have described to me a lifetime of service to
their community, and then added,
"...but I'm not observant". By contrast,
in Liberal congregations, particularly
those in metropolitan areas, the distinction from Orthodoxy is less
difficult to maintain. In an early draft
of this article, I speculated that the critical question for ULPS congregations
was, what distinguishes us from
churches? The dogmatic differences
are obvious. But for a partially assimi1ated Jew or their non-Jewish partner
the difference of ethos and ethical
stance may not be.
In the 1970s I collaborated with
Bruce Reed on a study of the role of
churches in society, entitled Z72e Dy73czz#z.cs o/Re/I.gz.o7t (Reed 8 D, Darton,

Longman and Todd, 1978). More recently, I have been struck by the
similarity between the way rabbis describe the demands upon them from
their congregations, and the way clergy
described the demands upon them in
the 1970s. These demands are fiequently referred to as `unrealistic
expectations'. Reed talks about

not space here to describe these similarities in more detail - but see my
Holy People, Holy Place, Leo Baeck
College, 1993.

My impression is that over the years
the social functions of mainstream
churches and progressive synagogues
have converged: that as the Church
presence in society has weakened in
the consciousness of its members, as
many Christians have come to assert
that there are ways to God other than
that through faith in Christ, and as
many Jews have come to say that Jesus
was a good Jew, so Liberal and Reform synagogues have come to occupy
a place in society similar to that
of churches, subj ect to similar expectations on the part of their adherents.
Rabbi Julia Neuberger writes: ` ...we
[rabbis] are increasingly influenced,
whether it is admitted or not, by the
idea of `ministry' in the Christian
church' (0# Bez.;eg Jewz.s%, Mandarin,
1997). This is not to deny the historical, cultural and dogmatic differences
between practising Jews and Christians.
Sociologically,
however,
Progressive Judaism has become a denomination alongside Anglicanism,
Methodism and Roman Catholicism.
Assimilation is a wider phenomenon
than that of interfaith marriage.
If there is any tnrfu in this, it is not
surprising that rabbis find themselves
subj ect to expectations from their communities and councils which do not fit
with their own concept of their role,
and that this is more acute in Reform
synagogues, which are closer to traditional Jewish practice than Liberal
synagogues. If the root of these conflicting expectations is not recognised,
it is not surprising that the anger and
disillusionment to which they give rise
surface in relations between ministers
and flock.
The problems we are discussing are
not yet well characterised, and have
more dimensions of complexity than I
have been able to discuss here. We
need to find out more about congregational conflicts, to examine whether
these are different in congregations of
different types, to consider how well
rabbis are matched with the communities they serve, and to find out why
rabbis have left the congregational
ministry. I shall suggest three possible
forays into this problem area.
Jewish and Christian writers in the
USA have analysed the characteristics
of congregations of different sizes, and
the demands of congregations of each

Continued on next page
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size upon their ministers. It may be
that some of the conflicts that arise are
attributable to mismatches between
rabbis and the types of congregations
they serve. Through the Leo Baeck
College project on Congregational Profiling we are evolving a method of
characterising congregations. It is possible to group synagogues into four
categories according to size. There is
then a second dimension of difference
which cuts across that of size, between
synagogues which people attend by
choice and those which they attend
by necessity. In metropolitan areas
people can choose a synagogue which
accordswiththeirownbackgroundand
preferences. Outside London and Manchester there is generally only one
non-Orthodox synagogue within travelling distance, so those who have
rejected Orthodoxy attend by necessity. Consequently, synagogues of
choice tend to have a more homogeneous membership than synagogues of
necessity, which attract people from a
wider range of backgrounds. This allows for eight possible types of
synagogue, which are numbered from
1 to 8 in the following table (the criti-

`Family
business'
Character

cation. With some such method for
naming the way we intuitively classify
synagogues, we would be in a position
to consider what demands each type
makes upon its rabbi or rabbis and officers, and what happens when their
intuitive classifications are different.
For example, an American church
study says `one of the worst places to
go right out of seminary is to a Patriarchal/Matriarchal church', the writer's
term for what I have called `Family
Business'.

My second proposal is that a conference might be called to continue the
debate about the way rabbis are

presently deployed and employed
within the movement. The intention
would be to conduct a series of what
Einstein called `thought experiments '.
The participants would imagine that a
number of alternative forms of organisations were now in being and, taking
them in turn, imagine what their consequences would be. The purpose of the
event would not be to plan for the future, but to uncover the assumptions
behind each alternative scenario. The
first task of the workshop would be to
identify these alternatives. They might

Single

minister

Team
ministry

Centre for
Movement

Congregants'

Led or
dominated
by core lay

Congregants'
needs met
through

group, often
founders or
their
offspring.

personal
relationship
with the

programme
activities,

Like Team
Ministry, but
synagogue
has ministry
and
influence

(usually
one) rabbi.

many led

beyond our

by laypeople.

membership.

needs met

through

of

regional consortia which offer
rabbinic services to congregations,
and other institutions, on a feepaying basis.
iii Ce#frcz/z.sZ mocze/ Rabbis are at-

tached to congregations, as now, but
are paid by their movements and not
by their communities. Communities
pay a correspondingly higher levy.
iv Employment model Ra,bb±s a,re
attached to congregations, who raise
and pay their full- or part-time
salaries. Rabbis can minister to the

wider community to the extent that
theiremployersarewillingtopermit
this.

Forms of rabbinic and synagogue
organisation are based on assumptions
about the role of the rabbi, the good of
the congregation, and the purpose of
God for the Jewish people. My punpose here has not been to suggest that
suitable reorganisation will create
harmony between rabbis and communities, but to bring some questions to
the surface. If communities and rabbis
are of one mind about fundamental
questions, they will be better able to
act in partnership in spite of imperfect
administrative arrangements. Often it
appears that they are, but I am not convinced that this is so. Sleeping dogmas
are left lying.
Some congregations have addressed
these questions by adopting the concept and methodology of mission and
vision statements from the business
world. It might be more in accord with
Jewish values for them to work together to define the terms of the
covenant between them and to consider how this dovetails with their
understanding of the covenant between
God and the Jewish people in the
present day. They might fall out over
this. But at least they would know what

they were up against .
Size (eurolled families)
Association by choice

Associationbynecessity

Up to 200

200-500

500-2,000

Over 2,000

I

3

5

7

2

4

6

8

BARRY PALMER z.s' cz# z.#dependenf crdv;.ser
to organisations on strategy, structure and
working relations. Over the last eleven years he
has directed the Leo Baeck College Partnlers in
I.e&de[shixp programme Of works hops and, more
recenf/y, I.ts Congregational Pro filing !.#z.fz.aj!.ve.

cal thresholds of size require more
discussion).

According to this classification,
Menorah Synagogue, for example,
with 400 families, would be of Type
3, since there are three other Reform synagogues locally. Some
synagogues may straddle several
categories. The affiliation of the
synagogue -ULPS, RSGB, Masorti
- adds a third dimension of classifi-
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include:
i

Gjioap 77cz.#z.s'Zrz.es Rabbis and other

specialists are organised in groups
serving a cluster of synagogues in a
locality. Synagogues pay the group
for the services of its members, who
deploy themselves according to the
skills required.
ii Rcrbbz.#z.c coJgsorfz.c/" All rabbis

withdraw from congregations, and
form a consortium or a number of

He is a graduate in chemistry and theology, an
Associate Of The Grubb Institute and a member
Of OPUS (Orgcwisation i;or Promoting Understanding Of Society). His publications include
``Systems Thinking for Harassed Managers"

(with Nano Mccanghan, Karnac, 1994) and a
number Of Leo Baeck College researcl. studies.

The Editor would welcome correspondence
about the questions raised in this article. If
there is sufflcient interest, we shall consider
collating and commenting on readers' responses in a second article.
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VEGETARIANS ARE
MORE MORAL

Heny Goldstein

panacea. Eat and you will change

F ORtheJEWS,
`EATING'
A
world for
the better. ISThe
Jewish cuisine and diet most of us are
likely to be familiar with, apart from a
few festival goodies, is, in fact, rarely
exclusively Jewish: it is mostly Eastern
European in origin and uses meat,

poultry and fish a great deal. It does
make use of vegetables but the main
ingredients of this diet were once not
only alive but mobile. So when
generations of Jewish mothers,
creating the future, said: "Eat", they
mostly meant eat meat, fish and
chicken. "Eat up your greens!" is
fewfa4czf fe¢-go);, a gentile custom.

A Jewish vegetarian sounds like a
contradiction. Not that vegetarians
cannot tuck it away. It just seems that
what they stuff themselves with is
simply not Jewish. Some would go
even futher. The late Phillip Pick, for
many years President of the Jewish
Vegetarian Society, told me that at a
Jewish food exhibition his society was
accused of being anti-Semitic because
it was against eating what vegetarians
like to call emotively and with an echo
of Yiddish, `flesh'.
Flesh is an important Jewish issue.
Sfeecfez.fczfe, the killing of animals for

food in the prescribed Jewish manner,
is often attacked by the kind of Gentiles
some like to call well-meaning - or
worse. The anti-Sfeecfez.Jczfe lobby is also

labelled anti-Semitic. That the Nazis
banned Slfeecfez.fczfe is put forward as a

reason for defending and promoting it.
It is not unknown for Hitler's belief in
vegetarianism to be advanced as a good
reason why a Jew should eat meat. By
being against any kind of slaughter of
aninals for food and other purposes,
Jewish vegetarians could be viewed as
being `amongst the enemy'. For
avoiding certain dishes associated with
`Jewish' eating, they can be seen as a

strange kind of Jew.
I am a Jew. I am also a vegetarian. I
have been the latter for some thirteen
years. Compared to the time that others
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have followed a vegetarian diet this

period is, if they will pardon the expression, chicken feed. But being
vegetarian is now very important to
me. What is more, I do count vegetarianism as pat of a Jewish way of life.
I am not the best of vegetarians. In
the early days, I was enthusiastically
scrupulous, with all the ardour of the
convert; I must admit, I was also selfrighteous about it. I am no longer so
fanatical in my attitude.
I am strict about what I eat. But
vegetarianism can be more than a way
of eating. It can be a whole way of life,
avoiding all products of animal
slaughter. I did try non-leather shoes at
the beginning. But in those days the
artificial materials were useless for
footwear, though better synthetic
materials are now available. I am not
against using animals for hunian needs,
exploiting them, if you like, for their
products, providing the exploitation is
carried out in a humane way and
especially without callous slaughter on
industrial lines. My moral objection
against wearing leather shoes was not
that they were made from that material,
but rather that the leather had been
derived from an act of mass killing that
I saw as unnecessary. But whatever my
compromises, I do enough to be
enrolled among the `veggies', as
vegetarians self-endearingly like to call
themselves.
It was a sermon on the subject of
Sfeecfej./czfe which made me a `veggie'.

One of the periodic campaigns against
Sfeecfez./tzfe was in progress. The Torah

portion for that particular Sabbath
included the dietary laws. Thoughts
that I had before came together sickening thoughts about the mass
slaughter of animals for our unthinking
and uncaring consumption. I decided I
had enough. I did not want to be part of
this and gave up meat. A few months
later I gave up fish as well, almost as a
fence around my Torah. I have not
lapsed since, except by another's
mistake.
Sfeechz.z¢fe is, in theory, mitigated as

a method of slaughter by a more
humane and caring attitude. It is not an
industrial method. In my synagogue
office hangs a picture by the late
Stanislaw Brunstein. It is a portrait of a
Sfoocfeef, slaughterer, about to kill a

chicken. I could claim that it hangs
there to remind me of what I feel to be
wrong, but the picture actually conveys
rightness. The attraction of the painting
for me lies in the sad expression of the
Sfeoc%ef's face, reminding me of the
Hasidic tale about the Slfeocfeef who
moistened the blade with his tears. It

seems a pity that the adherents of a
religion that actually makes hulnane
treatment of animals part of its
platform, can only introduce more
humane handling methods after
considerable pressure from outside
forces, often mixed at the fringes with
anti-Semites.

Vegetarians can be fanatics, cranks,
militants, obsessed. It is just like a reli-

gion. Vegetarianism can also get mixed
up with all sorts of strange beliefs. But
most of us are quite `normal' and we
tend to be a morally sensitive lot. There
are several motives for being a vegetarian but, for most of us, morality
and eating do go together every day. It
is a question of sensitivity to the world
around us. All food is `alive' at the
taking, including vegetables. We either
`kill' or we `rob' in order to eat. That is

Nature. But human beings ought to, in
some measure, rise above `Nature'.
That is our nature. Ill-treating a permitted animal does not make it
`unkosher' but Kczs%"J has an underlying moral principle because it results
in a discrimination about what we eat,
a disciplined way of doing things
which ought to elevate us above the
usual `if it lives, eat it,' way of life.
Eating Kos'feer for so many years was

good training for being a vegetarian.
One was used to making a difference,
refusing certain foods and studying labels. The only rule which really affects
me nowadays is the one about bloodspots in eggs - free range, of course but I would call vegetarianism a higher
dietary law. And a more civilised form
of behaviour.
A `Jewish' objection to vegetarianism is that it denies a higher standard
of Jewish living. The Talmud says we
should sanctify the Sabbath with meat
and wine. A vegetarian dish for Sabbath is regarded as too humble a meal.
But the rabbis are really saying eat expensively on the Sabbath for the sake
of its celebration, not that God wants
us to eat meat or drink wine for their
own sakes. Is it not better to celebrate
the Sabbath without rejoicing at the
expense of birds and animals? Unless,
of course, you believe in the Hasidic
doctrine that by eating the animal you
elevate its soul to a higher plane.
Though even here there is an awareness that animals are not just objects
for our use. In addition, they are creatures who may well have suffered on
the way to slaughter. Therefore, it
seems incongruous to celebrate our
freedom at Passover by eating a
chicken or eggs from a bird which may
have been imprisoned all its life in a
narrow cage.
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There are reasons for becoming
vegetarian that are rooted in the Bible,
mainly in the opening chapters of
Genesis. Few of us regard this part of
the Bible as historical and there is no
doubt that, along with the messianic
vision of Isaiah in Chapter 11
concerning the future harmony of
nature, it contains a certain amount of
naivete. But both texts do represent
idealism about a harmonious Creation,
an attitude to life that, at least, ought to
be reflected in some degree in the lifestyle of thinking, sensitive human

it, the blood you shall not eat."
(Genesis 9: 1-4). Human domination
has changed and not for the better. The
prohibition of blood, which is in large
measure responsible for the form taken
by Sfeec%z.fczfe, is a symbol of #of eating

animal life. At least by ot)serving this
commandment we retain a hold on that
ideal world. These texts are not
historical but they do point the way
towards a more ethical existence.
The Bible also links meat-eating
with lust and greed, as in the passage
where the Israelites, incited by what is

The worst thing about being a `veggie' is that
caterers do not always understand one's needs.
Sometimes you are treated grandly, at other times as
a nuisance.
beings created, it is said, in the image
of God.
The Bible in Genesis 1: 28-31 com-

mands humanity: "Be finitful and
multiply and fill the Earth. Subdue it
and have dominion over the fisb of the
sea, the birds of the air and every living creature that moves upon the
Earth". But human domination, an integral part of Creation, is to have a
boundary. It does not extend to killing
other creatures for food. God says:
"Behold! I have given you every herb

bearing seed that is on the surface of
the Earth, and every tree bearing fruit,
bearing seed: it shall be your food."
The text then goes on to confim that
these eating arrangements are for all
that is 7ze/esfe fecz)/czfe, animated matter.

This statement, I would suggest5 is the
last of the `Ten Sayings with which the
world was created'. With all its implications for harmony it is followed
appropriately by the verdict of God
that what God made was very good.
Among the several suggestions in the
Midrash as to why the Almighty should
have gone in for superlatives at this
point, perhaps vegetarianism should
have been included!

It is only after the Flood, in a rewite
of tbe previous statement for the
benefit of Noah and his sous at the
dawn of a less than perfect world, that
we enter the grin reality that hlman
beings have established. `The dread of
youshallbeoneverybeastoftheearti,
upon the birds of the air, on all that
moves on the groTmd and on the fish of
the sea. Into your power I give them.
Everything that moves, that has life,
shall be your food." This is later
modified for Israel. "Just as in the case
of the green herb, I Have given you
everything. Only flesh with the life in
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called a `mixed multitude', want to go
back to the "flesh pots" of Egypt.
Though the Israelites, or maybe just
the `mix6d multitude with them, also
had a hankering for the vegetables and
fruit available back in the Place of
Slavery. But there is one passage in

particular which equates meat eating
with gross appetite. In Deuteronomy
12:20, in a section from which the laws
of S¢ecfez.fczfe are actually derived, it
says: "... when you say, `1 will eat

meat', because your soul desires to eat
meat, you may eat meat according to
the desire of your soul." This text, tor

gether with other Biblical verses
despite the pervasiveness of meat eating in Biblical times, underlines that
meat eating is nevertheless a concession and not actively desired by God.
Judaism displays a pronounced
sensitivity towards animals and their
position as God's creatures. The real
practical problems with Sfeec%z.fczfe have

been not so much to do with the actual
killing but with the handling of the
anilnal beforehand. I repeat that I am
not against the exploitation of animals
but only if it be done as hulnanely as
possible,
with
the
maximum
understanding that, though we have
dominion over them, they are not here
solely for our use. Sometimes, in our
haste to defend Jewish practices - and
vested interests -there is a tendency to
overstate the supremacy of the human
race, whilst forgetting the Jewish
principle of preventing unnecessary
suffering to animals. Animals do not
just exist for our appetites. Tradition
tells the story of Rabbi Judah Ha-Nasi,
the august editor of the Mishnah. When
a calf broke away from those leading it
to the slaughter house and took refuge
in the great rabbi's classroom, Judah

said haughtily: ``Go from here to
slaughter, for it was for this reason you
were created." Instantly and ironically,
the rabbi was punished by God with
toothache which lasted until the day he
forbade his servant girl to drown some
rodents because, as he said, quoting
Psalm 145: `His mercies are over all
his works.'
Another aspect of Jewish doctrine is

a concern with the health of the hulnan
body, God's creation. Health is a

reason why many become vegetarian.
Health food and vegetarianism are
almost regarded as synonymous
though not all health food shops are
solely vegetarian. There is no doubt
about the importance of having
vegetables, grains and fruit in the diet.
This is modem wisdom. But there can
still be problems with a vegetarian diet,
especially if you are finicky. A varied
diet is necessary. As with any kind of
diet one has to be sensible. I certainly
felt much better for it, especially in the
early years. Advancing age, alas, is no
great respecter of even the healthiest of
diets.

The worst thing about being a
`veggie' is that caterers do not ,always
understand one's needs. Sometimes

you are treated grandly, at other times
as a nuisance. On one occasion we were
given, as a main course, a boiled egg
and a piece of lettuce. This was at a
wedding: had it been a Bczr "I./zi;czfe I

could have understood. The Jewish
`establishment' does not always want
to know, as it tends to cater on fixed
lines. The catering for rabt>is ' meetings
is usually fish balls. But not every rabbi
eats fish balls. There are rabbis
throughout the world who are
vegetarian. Judging by the magazine
of the Jewish Vegetarian Society they
are mostly orthodox. Fortunately, the
Stemberg Centre has an excellent,
almost vegetarian canteen. But you can
see that Jewish vegetarians do share
something with Jews of any eating
habits: they have a tendency towards
paranoia.
Being a Jewish vegetarian has a certain satisfaction beyond the enjoyment
of a cuisine which can be far from dull.
Eating and drinking with a fairly abnormal sensitivity towards the world
around you rests on a strong Jewish
basis. Rooted as vegetarianism is in
Jewish idealism, we are not alnong the

enemy I
RABBI HENRY GOLDSTEIN was bred I.7j
Dagenham, Essex. He is a fiormer Minister Of
the Finchley Ref;orm Synagogue and has been
Rabbi in IIford f or almost twenty-f ive years. He
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Was it just historical accident that
kept Schechter and West London
Synagogue apart? Or was it something
more conscious and deliberate on both
parts?
Although the Rulnanian, hassidicborn Schechter had been brought here
by Claude Monteflore as his personal
mentor, he was not involved in the
Progressive movements. During his
time here he appears to have been very
much part of the moderate, down-toearth orthodoxy that characterised
turn-of-the-century British Jewry. He
lectured at Jews' College, which
provided a far more comprehensive
and broad minded curriculum than it
does today, and was professor of
Rabbinics at Cambridge. When he
moved to the United States it was to
assist in the creation of the
Conservative movement there, which
was itself a reaction against a far more
radical Refomi movement than this
country has ever knoun.
When Schechter founded the United
Synagogue of Conservative Judaism,
the name was no coincidence. The
USCJ was modelled on the United
Synagogue in this country, which was,
at the time, a moderate orthodox body
that spoke for many Jews and which
subscribed to what Joseph Hertz labelled `Progressive Conservatism'.
Hertz had gained his rabbinic se777z.cfecz

THE GIANT
WHOSE TIME MAY STILL COME
Harry Freedman
Superman comics in our childTHOSE
hoodOF
will US
know
WHO
that, whatever
READ
else he could do, Supeman could not
change history. When, in a later film
he did actually turn the clock back and
rescue Lois Lane - or was it Lana
Lang? - from a death she had already
suffered, it served only to stress just
how ephemeral our childhood
certainties are.
The reason why Supeman could not
rewrite history is that this would open
the door to too many "what if"
dilemmas for a children's comic. For
us Jews, "what if" exercises are
welcome because they give us
the chance to use that wonderful
onomatopoeic Yiddish - actually,
Hebrew - word fecz/czvaz..
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When Andrew Gilbert regretted in
A44IVIV4 some months ago that the
founders of West London Synagogue
had not had significant contact with
Solomon Schechter, he, too, raised tantalising possibilities. He allowed us to
say fecz/¢i;czz.. If only British Jewry had

developed a movement as formidable
as the Conservative Movement in the
United States.. .of which Schechter was
a founder...Would we have been a
more vibrant, reasonable, learned and
committed comlnuhity than we are today? If only we had developed a
synagogue movement similar to that
which Schechter began in America in
which thinking Jews across the spectmm could find a home...Would that
not be better than our splintered, bickering Anglo-Jewry?

at the `Conservative Jewish Theological Seminary' in New York. It was the
similarity between the Conservative

movement in North America and
United Synagogue orthodoxy here that
allowed Hertz later to become Chief
Rabbi of the United Synagogue.
Schechter may have been a traditionalist but he was a creative and open
minded thinker. He supported Morris
Joseph who had been denied the pulpit
of the newly opened Hampstead
(United) Synagogue because of his
well known opposition to the public
recitation of prayers for the restoration
of sacrifices. Since the Chief Rabbi of
the United Synagogue, Hermarm Adler
had refused to sanction Morris
Joseph's appointment, he applied for
and succeeded to the pulpit of the West
London Synagogue, where he
remained until 1930. Joseph was,

therefore, one of the first of many
United Synagogue rabbis who chose to
renounce the authoritarian structure of
United Synagogue orthodoxy in favour
of a freer intellectual environment.
Morris Joseph certainly knew
Schechter and had the opportunity to
engage with the man and his thought.
But it did not happen. Whilst Joseph
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When Schechter founded the United Synagogue
of Conservative Judaism, the name was no
coincidence. The USCJ was modelled on the
United Synagogue in this country, which was, at
the time, a moderate orthodox body that spoke
for many Jews.
had taken a policy decision to leave the
United Synagogue, Schechter remained a traditionalist. It was no
accident that they travelled separate
routes.

Notwithstanding the rabbinic and
scholarly giant that he was, Solomon
Schechter had virtually no impact on
the Anglo-Jewish communal structure.
He is best remembered here for his
work with the Cairo Genizah documents, but that owed little to
Anglo-Jewry, which, predictably,
failed for too long to recognise the tremendous
significance
of the
documentary collection that Schechter
had brought to this country.
That again opens xp a tantalising
possibility.WhatifSchechterhadbeen
more involved with the community
here? What if he had influenced not
just the West London Synagogue, as
Andrew Gilbert would have liked, but
also his colleagues in the United
Synegogue2 Halavai.
Influencing the already established
and strictly hierarchical United Synagogue in London would not have been
easy. Perhaps being a founder of the
American Conservative mov`ement afforded Schechter an opportunity for
personal development that he could
never have expected here. Schechier's
name is still widely known in North
America. Conservative Jews in the
USA recognise him as the father Of
theirsynagoguemovementandthenet-

work

of

Conservative

Jewisb

Day Schools is known as C`Solomon
Schechter Schools".

Schechter was not the only en]igintened, critical scholar in Britisb Jewry:
Hertz, with his Conservatire diploma,
could scarcely has-e been appointed
Chief Rabbi of the United Synagogue
if that organisation had subscribed to
the ideologies that it supports today.
AlthoughmostUritedSynagogueministers during the early decades of this
century did not set the world on fie
with their passionate scholarship or intellectual brilliance, there were
figures at Jews' College including
Arthur Marmorstein and Adolf Bfichler
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who were every bit as clear as
Schechter that Judaism was a living,
dynamic and historical entity. Neither
they nor Hertz were able to have influence beyond the grave and the United
Synagogue drifted indolently rightward. If Schechter had stayed, would it
have made a difference?
If he had stayed and imposed the
same influence on British Jewry as he
had in North America, Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs would not have been embroiled
in controversy over his book We fJczve
jzeczso77 Jo Bc/I.eve. There would have

been no New London Synagogue and
no need for a Masorti movement in
Britain. Wouldn't that have been a
heart-warming turn of events for the
last three United Synagogue chief
rabbis? Except, of course, they may
not have been appointed to their posts
because the United Synagogue would
have stuck with its "Progressive
Conservatism". Halavai.
Schechter did have sustained contact with Claude Montefiore. Yet when
the Jewish Religious Union, later to
become the Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues was formed
in 1902, Schechter does not seem to
have been significant. This reinforces
the idea that Schechter in Britain was a

man whose tine had not yet come, that
he needed the `American experience'
to exercise the qualities of leadership
and influence for which he is now
known.
So West London Synagogue's
failure to be influenced by Solomon
Schechter was no accident. Even if
they had chosen to court him, he is

unlikely to have made any greater
impact on them than he did on the
United Synagogue. He had not yet
become the man that he was to be. But
what I think that Andrew Gilbert is
really saying is that it is a shame that,
Schechter or no Schechter, there was
not enough contact between nonfundamentalist thinkers in Britain at a
time when the community was still
growing rapidly, and its future
religious direction was still unclear.
When Andrew calls for the positive

forces in non-fundamentalist Judaism
of our time to find places to meet, who
could disagree.
That makes the quiet but seminal
developments in our community today
even more welcome and even more
inspiring. The rabbis of the Liberal,
Refomi and Masorti communities have
always recognised that, despite sincere
and deeply held ideological differences, we are ultimately engaged in the
same theological debate - as indeed
are many "orthodox" thinkers. Masorti
rabbis have taught at and indeed received semz.cfecz from Leo Baeck

College, Reform and Liberal rabbis
have spoken from Masorti pulpits. It
never seemed important to shout about
this perfectly natural spirit of co-operation and fraternity - after all we are
co-religionists and members of the
same community. But as hostility from
elements in the %czrecJz., ultra-orthodox,

world has increased, as measures such
as the Israeli conversion bill have been
proposed, and as great and gentle rabbis have been posthumously insulted
by their inferiors, it has become importart to show that the true Jewish spirit
is one of harmony and co-operation without necessarily making concessions to deeply held ideologies.
Sadly, despite the relatively small
size of British Jewry, we have all

grown accustomed to living in different camps, to a degree where many
members of our communities feel uncomfortable with the thought that their
particular synagogue group may be
leaning too heavily in one direction or
another. But we have to put this into
perspective. If we want to rebuild a
Jewish world which our children
recognise as having value, we must
recognise that there is a difference
between genuine ideological disagreement on the one hand and rubbishing
those with whom we disagree on the
other. Preserving Judaism for future
generations is the challenge which
faces all of us, irrespective of our interpretations of revelation, law and
history. The Masorti, Reform and Liberal movements are pleased to work
together. We look forward to the day
when the United Synagogue can sit
round the table with us. If Solomon
Schechter's influence can be felt at that
table, too, then Superman really will
be able to re-write history I
HARRY FREEDMAN !.s' ffre Dr.recfor a/ ffre
Assembly of Masorti Synagogues. He is a
Londoner and holds an MA in Jewish Studies
from Jews College. He is currently engaged in
doctoral research into one of the Aramaic
translations Of the Torah.
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war? By some strange stirring of the
zez./gez.sZ three biographies were published in 1975, quite the best of these

being whtten by the American Joseph
Cohen and published by Robson
Books. From them, we learn that
Isaac' s parents, Doveber -later Bamett
- and Anna came to England from
Lithuania in the late l880s. They settied in Bristol, in the long-demolished

slum area sunounding the church of St
Mary Radcliffe. There Isaac, first son
and second child, was born on November 25th 1890. By the time he was
seven, the family had been enlarged by
the birth of three more children and
had moved to London, fmally making
their home in Jubilee Street, Stepney.
At school, Isaac had made a name
for himself as an artist. When he came
to earn a living he was given a place as
a trainee in the Fleet Street workshops
of the engraver, Carl Heutschel. That
man, supposedly the prototype of
Harris in Jerome K. Jerome's 77iree
A4le72 z.7z cz Boc}/, can hardly have been a

THE TRENCH POET
Shirley Toulson
Returning, we hear the Larks
Sombre the night is:
And, though we have our lives, we
know
What sinister threat lurks there.

Dragging these anguished limbs, we
only know
This poison-blasted track opens on our
Camp On a little safe sleep.

But hark! Joy -joy -strange joy.
Lo! Heights of night ringing with
unseen larks:
Music showering on our upturned
listening faces.

Death could drop from the dark
As easily as song But song only dropped,
Like a blind man's dreams on the sand
By dangerous tides;
Like a girl's dark hair, for she dreams
no ruin lies there,
Or her kisses where a serpent hides.

had himself described in his besthaowrL poe;:in, Dead Man's Dump.
That, together with Breczfa o/Dcz}; I.72 ffee

Trenches a;rid Returning, we hear the
I,czrfrLr, do find their way into the
anthologies, but his collected poems,

edited by Ian Parsons, have been out of
print since 1984.

Rosenberg did not think of himself
as a war poet. But these haunting,
terrible poems, these ultimate searing
denunciations of the obscenity of war,
have no parallel in English verse.
Beside them even the lines of Wilfred
Owen and Siegfried Sassoon seem
over-mannered and reserved. No
wonder that Keith Douglas, one of the
very few English poets of World War
11, should have declared, `Rosenberg, I
only repeat what you were saying'. In
1917, with the Allies determined to
keep the war going despite the
slaughter in France, his poems were
too hot to handle. Edward Marsh would
not publish Deczc7 jl4lcz# 's Dz{mp in his

yearly Georgian anthology but before
returning it, he made a copy for
himself.

|§:fal:sdcag:,:oO£;:¥a]:t:1:t:eseo¥£§
in the horror of mud and blood that he
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Who was this young man who was
twenty-seven when he died and who
could so evoke the terror and pity of

congenial employer for a dreamy,
artistic Whitechapel lad.
All this time he was writing poetry
and painting. He spent his evenings
studying art at Birkbeck College. There
his talents were so developed that some
enthusiastic patrons made it possible
for him to enrol at the Slade, where his
fellow students included Paul Nash,
Dora Carrington and Stanley Spencer,
whom he considered to be the best of
the English Post-Impressionists. Absorbed as he was by the visual arts, he
still continued to write poetry. The conflict between these two modes of
expression was to be a constant strug91e throughout his short life.
Certainly it was through his poetry
that Isaac made his strongest bond with
his father. Bamett was a solitary man
who chose to Cam his living as a pedlar, and who composed Hebrew and
Yiddish verses as he travelled round
the country. Isaac, who was Yiddishspeaking although he always wrote in
English, took a small Jewish anthology
to France with him. He wrote about it
in one of his last letters to his father
and expressed his delight in the work
of Heine.
Although in those last months his
head was full of his own poems and of
his plans for verse plays, he still
thought of himself as a visual artist. In
a letter to Edward Marsh, post-marked
the day after he was killed, he wrote:
`During our little interlude of rest from

the line, I managed to do a bit of
sketching - somebody had colours and
they weren't so bad, I don't think I've
forgotten my art after all'.
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In a letter to Edward Marsh, post-marked the day
after he was Jdlled, he wrote: `During our little
interlude Of rest from the line, I managed to do a bit
Of sketching - somebody had colours and they
weren't so bad, I don't think I've f;orgotten my art
after all , .
Yet he had already declared to
Marsh that he believed in himself
`more as a poet than a painter. I think I

get more depth into my writing'. The
conflict between words and images
was never to be resolved. In a letter to
Laurence Binyon, written while he was
still at the Slade, he confessed that `1

find writing interferes with drawing a
good deal, and is far more exhausting' .
Exhaustion can have been no mere
figure of speech. Short in stature, slight
of build and chronically chesty, he was
always delicate. In the summer of
1914, he went, for his health's sake, to
stay in South Afiica with his married
sister. He was to be there for a year. On
his return to England, he joined the

army. Although he had hoped for the
R.A.M.C., because of his diminutive
size he was drafted into an infantry
`Bantam' regiment. His very decision
to enlist was to cause further conflict
for, as he wrote to the poet R.C.
Trevelyan, `My people are Tolstoyians
and would object to my being in
khaki'. In fact, he lied to his mother
and told her that he had volunteered
for home service only.
He must have been a sergeantmajor's nightmare. He was certainly
not lacking in courage - he actually

volunteered for the wiring party in
which he was killed -but his mind was
Landscape with flowering trees.

mostly on his poetry and he was des-

perately absent-minded, forgetting his
gas-mask and enduring hours of pack
drill as punishment. He was clumsy,
too. His Whitechapel friend, Joseph
Leftwich, described him as `very short,
sickly, plain-featured, awkward and
shuffling in his walk, his voice was
monotonous and he stammered a bit'.
But that was not the full measure. Another of his Whitechapel friends,
Stephen Winsten, confessed that he
`1iked the long intellectual face, the

pensive twinkling eyes and the mystery he carried with him' .
It is only through their poems that
we can ever get to know the poets, and
now it is only possible to reach the
body of Rosenberg's work in libraries.
It is good news that Deborah
Maccoby's critical study of his poetry
is to be published by the Symposium
Press. We badly need to have at
least a selection of his poems to
accompany it.
Rosenberg was confident enough in
his own work to go to the expense of
having two pamphlets of his poems
Night and Day a;nd Youth priva,tely
printed in 1912 and 1915 respectively.

A year later he brought out his verse
play, A4loses. `Ah Koelue', a remark-

able song to be included in that play,
was published in the 1915 volume of

Marsh's Georgian Poetry, and Marsh
described it as `one of the finest things
ever written'. It is not an easy poem.
Rosenberg himself was rather peeved
at its inclusion in the anthology, for he
considered it a mere fragment. It is, in
fact, a rather fanciful argument for the
triumph of the desire for worldly success over the passing lures of Eros. Its
conclusion is clear and abrupt:
Ah! I will ride the dizzy beast of the
world
My road -my way!
The lines look forward. But what
was his road, his way? The biographies
can hardly tell us for he did not live
long enough to resolve the essential
conflicts of his nature and circumstance. Yet always the thread of his
Jewish identity remained clear.
That did not make his life any easier.
He found himself, a Jew, living in some

poverty in London's East End, dependant for literary encouragement on
members of the English middle classes,
and particularly on Edward Marsh, private secretary to Winston Churchill.
Yet, despite a rare use of Christian
metaphor, as when in Deczd "cz#'s
D#773p he describes the barbed wire

sticking out from the transporting gun
carriage as being `Like many crowns
of thoms', he always wrote as a Jew.
His earliest extant poem, written as
a school-boy in romantic, Byronesque
stanzas eulogised David's harp. For
Binyon, the subj ect was proof that even
as a young boy, Rosenberg cherished
the traditions of his people and aspired
to become a representative poet of his
own nation. And Siegfried Sassoon, a
fellow Jew, but one torn between
his peoplehood and the English
squirearchy of his adoption, saw in
Rosenberg's work a fruitful fusion
between English and Hebrew culture.
Behind all the poetry there is ethnic
quality - Biblical and prophetic.
Rosenberg found Blake to be `the
highest artist England ever had'. It is
natural to compare the work of these
two artist-poets. They were both poets
of the London poor and concerned with
the urgent issues of their times. Even
though Rosenberg found engraving a
drudgery, he remained, like Blake, a
visual artist as well as a poet. Like
Blake, it was painterly poems that he

wrote, and that is not quite the same as
poems based on visual images. This
often makes his work enigmatic and
difficult, though it can also result in a
simplicity as stark as Blake's So73gr o/
Innocence.
For me the clue to Rosenberg' s work
lies in the contrast between darkness
Contirmed on next page
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and light. It is a theme that marks this
verse from his poem, 7lfee Jew, written
in 1917, when he was experiencing
some anti-Semitism from his fellow
soldiers:

Moses, from whose loins I sprung,
Lit by a lamp in his blood
Ten immutable rules, a moon
For mutable lampless man.
Even in Deczc7 A4cz72 's Dw7#p, light

can flicker, as the poet asks `What
fierce imaginings their dark soul's lit?'
That poem, so much of its immediate time and so horribly prophetic, has
no match in English verse and comes
beside Picasso's Guemica as the ultimate denunciation of the horror of war.
Yet Rosenberg was not consciously a
war poet, but a man yeaming for peace
and light. `Where is that light - that
citadel?' he wrote of zion in an adolescent poem. The three-year-old child
who drew in chalk on the pavements of
Bristol never ceased to delight in the
world around him and to rejoice in the
light. Even in the trenches he could
observe the antics of a `droll rat' and
the `Poppies whose roots are in man's
veins'. Most of all he delighted in the
music of unseen larks `showering on
our upturned listening faces'.
It is appropriate that he should be so
drawn to what is beyond sight, for he
once said that in painting he wanted `to
paint what we cannot see'. So in writing, which he found to be so much the
harder discipline, he strained for words
that would reach beyond immediate
vocabulary and syntax in order to ex-

DEEP DIVING
Eduardo Pitchon
These creative and destructive forces
are mirrored in our minds, in our
thoughts, in our feelings and in our
actions. This is not just true of fully
developed adults. You can see this very
same phenomenon in very tiny babies.
If one looks carefully at a baby over a

press a longing for a place and time in
some other dimension. 7lfero#gfe ffeese
Pcz/e, Co/c7 Dcz);Lr was the last poem he

wrote. He included a draft of it in that
final letter to Marsh. It speaks of those
`like waifs' whose
spirits grope
For the pools of Hebron again
For Lebanon's summer slope.
In that early, warm spring of 1918,
Rosenberg was desperately trying to
get a transfer to the Jewish Battalion,
organised by the right-wing leader,
Vladimir Jabotinsky and serving in
Egypt and Palestine. No doubt the lines
I quoted refer in part to that personal
desire, but there is another sense in
which his longing for the light went
beyond geography and circumstance.
As long as the light lasted for hin, he

wrote of the light .

SHIRLEY TOULSON i.s' cz poet cz#c7 /ormer
education journalist. She now writes mainly on

topograpky, local history and folklore. Her lates'f book, The Country of Old Age, wczs

published by Hodder & Stoughton in February
this year.
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honourable

and

well

IE WORI)
3fmed TESHUVAH
place within the Jewish
HA;S
tradition, but the concept of repentance
can be found in most other religions
and is by no means only a religious
concept.
Repentance belongs to all human
beings and is closely related to the
concept of growth and normal human
development. In the language of
psychology there is a much used
concept which resonates quite closely
with the idea of repentance and it is the
word Reparation. Reparation is usually
opposed to guilt.
When we think of reparation we are
referring to an attempt to make better
something that we have damaged or
that has been damaged. As we live our
lives we cannot help destroying as well
as creating.

protracted period, one can notice its
changes of mood in its relation to itself, to the breast and to its mother. As
the infant grows, its mind and awareness expand gradually, taking in more
and more of the surrounding world. If
we take a snapshot of a child in the
kindergarten, we will clearly notice
these creative and destructive forces in
operation. The process of education is
an integral part of the process of
socialisation of human beings. Adults
teach children how to contain and direct the powerful forces that are within
them and how to express them in a way
that is acceptable to the people and
society that surrounds them.
This is an ongoing process which
will be refined and re-defined as an
individual's life unfolds and his or her
encounters in the world shape the irmer
life.

It could be argued that the whole of
psychotherapy is a process of repentance. When a person makes the
decision to come into therapy, it is a
transformative and profound decision.
Though people might not know it at
the time, they have made a choice. The
choice is to follow a path that leads
ultimately to the goal of becoming a
whole man or a whole woman.
In order to achieve this a person has
to follow what in Kczbz7¢/czfe is known
as the path of the rzc[c7dz.fr, righteous

person, the path of honesty. It is
through honesty of mind that persons
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As we live our lives we cannot help destroying
as well as creating.
know themselves. An honest mind
embraces honest thoughts, honest
words and honest deeds. This is how
people become consonant. They
become consistent and reach deeper
levels of themselves which are a closer
and more faithful reflection of who
they really are.
The perusal of the path of honesty of
mind is essentially what psychotherapy
is about, the search for the real self. It
is couched in a different language all
of its own but at its most basic this is
its aim.

To try and explain in this context
how psychotherapy works I will
borrow from four ideas presented to us
by Judaism.
The first idea is the idea of rz.frfu#
O/cz", the idea of the reparation of the
world which is so closely associated
with the notion of A4lz.¢zvoZ (obligations

or commandments). As a psychologist,
I agree wholeheartedly with this idea
of a world that needs repairing. I am
referring to our inner world, our inner
being, yours and mine. As a committed
and practising psychotherapist, my
intexpretation of rz.A:fa¢# a/¢7# is to help

myself and fellow beings to become
aligned with their true nature. All my
"z.}zi/o/ as a psychotherapist point in
this direction.

This brings me to the second idea,

CREDIBILITY

A::r?:i#a:b:;;,E#Ta:¥o¥a:::
deficits in policy and financial
accountability and female suffrage
terms, I wanted to congratulate you for

publishing Mark Levene's coherent
article on Zionism (Autumn '97).
The sole omissions in the article are
the fact that Arthur Balfour promoted
the Aliens Bill in Parfiament - trausfer
`spare' peaple, including the Jews, else-

where, but not here? - and the absence
ofanymentionofthediscoveryofoflin
the Mddle East, and the consequences.
Britain, Gemany, Russia and Flance
were all busy making promises to "pre-
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The Gathering of the Holy Spark. This
idea has been used successfully to
attract many lapsed Jews back to
Judaism. It is essentially about making
something whole, restoring to someone
their integrity. This restoration of
integrity is something that concerns me
deeply. I am well aware that I cannot
restore someone else's integrity, I can
only try and do that for myself and in
doing so I am encouraging those
people who come into contact with me
to move in the same direction. This is
the natural direction, the direction
towards wholeness. To become whole,
to make our world whole, we need to
know and recognise all our scattered

parts and then bring them together in a
coherent whole. Many of these sparks
lie buried in the depths of the sea of the
unconscious part of the mind. To
secure these pearls one has to go far
out into sea and dive deep. This is a
gradual process of taking on increased
responsibilities for who we are,
not who we think we are, but who we
really are.
The third idea is the idea of s%cz/o772
Bcz)/z.J, peace in the home. I see this

achieved easily, it is something that we
have to strive for. We must make an
effort in this direction. The way we
make the effort is by Gathering the
Holy Sparks. By loving, forgiving,
taking responsibility and nurturing all
our dispirited parts we achieve peace,
we are no longer at war with ourselves,
we are one, whole, echczd.
This brings me to the fourth idea,
the idea of the Messiah. I first heard of
this idea from my grandfather when I
was a little boy in short trousers. He
told me that we were awaiting the
coming of the Messiah and when he
came there was going to be peace in
the world, the wolf and the sheep
would lie by each other in trust and
friendship, wars would be over and
paradise would return to earth.

As I grew up I leaned another
startling truth, that contrary to popular
belief, life happened from the inside
outwards. Out of the imagination of
the heart come the issues of life.
What we imagine in our hearts is
very important as it defines the
direction of our life and our sense of
identity. So a peaceful heart is the
necessary herald of the coming of the
Messiah and a necessary consequence
of rz.kkw7t O/cz772, the reparation or

repentance which leads to Atonement

- At Onement I

notion as the heart of the therapeutic
process. Someone who is at peace at
home is someone who is at home and
at peace everywhere. This peace in the
home or peace in the heart is not

ferred" Jews and Arabs, I believe.
An inconsistency which traditional
Anglo-Jewish enthusiasts for Zionism
also overlook is their proud "justification" of the Zionist "reward" in "return"
for Jewish participation in the British
war effort. I^7hat is left unaddressed is
the similar approach of French, Italian
and German Jewry to their own respective countries' war effort - with the
result that, like non-Jewish fellow citizens, European Jewry was engaged
upon a fratricidal and sororal conflict -

in pursuit of inperialist ains for strategic seizure, including the repartition of
Africa. Let the traditionalists attempt to
"justify" that, on any level.

Unlike the traditionalists, I do not
take that history as a simplistic endorsement for a European federal state,

preferring, as a socialist, to see a
strengthening of the UN and democratic
global institutions, although I am well
aware that most UN states have yet to

EDUARDO PITCHON was bor# !.# .4rge#fz.#cr
c[nd trc[ined as a paychotherapist in Buenos Aires
and at the Tavistock Clinic. He has worked in
the Jewish community in London fior many years
and is concerned with the psychospiritual link.

grant suffiage to adult female and longterm resident ethnic minority citizens. I
also wonder, in view of the Chief Rabbi
Kook' s halakhic opinion, in the Yishuv,
that women should not be voting,
whether the Shas "party" has ever held
a policy-making congress or conference, in which its female members, if
any, participated? Should such a "party"
be entitled to taxation privileges or credibility?

D. Shepherd
Hendon, London

ASHES
PROFESSOR BEN SEGAL'S
•;:: lightful article `The Pretty Girl
ho Helped to Recruit the Jewish
Brigade' in A44IVZVA J8, Achad Ha'Am

should have been described as an
essayist and philosopher and not as a
poet. Our apologies to both author and
readers for the sub-editorial error.
Continued on next page
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POLAND

Yi¥aienl::ssr::b::t:f::l&e:5::
on "ordinary Germans" and William
Wolff's diatribe against the Poles.
Aronsfeld criticises Goldhagen for lack
of scholarship and praises the
conscientious research, especially by
Jewish scholars, which has taken care
not to condemn all Germans.
William Wolff states that "the
favourite cry of poland's football fans is
`Jews to the gas chamber". He appears
to be asserting that all Poland's football
fans, in all circumstances and regardless
of their opponents, use the same chant
and that they are supported in this by all
of the Polish people. He uses this
"evidence" to attack Poland's "incurable
disease" of anti-Semitism.
In recent years significant attempts
have been made to bring together Jewish
and Polish scholars to discuss the tangled relationship between Jews and
Poles. May I bring to William Wolff's
attention a sentence from Yisrael

Gutman, Warsaw ghetto fighter and later
Professor of Holocaust Studies at the
Hebrew University and Director of Yad
Vashem: "Certainly I reject the notion of
everlasting Polish anti-Selnitism as nonsense" (from Chimen Abramsky et al
Z72e Jews z.77 Po/a#cZ, 1986). Study of the

whole book and the later volumes of
Po/z.72 would be worthwhile for all those
concerned with Polish-Jewish relationships.

There is, perhaps, a more fundalnental
point. Many Jews seem to find it easier to
study and understand German antiSemitism than that of Poland. It should
not be forgotten that the first occupants
of Auschwitz were Polish political
prisoners and that Poland suffered
grievously under Nazi occupation.
Perhaps the difference of approach owes
something to the heritage of the "love

affair" of the emancipated Jews of
Europe with German culture. There was
nosuchrelatioushipbetweenPofishJews
and Polish crilture. This .should not
prevent the same attention being paid to
Jewish-Polish relations as to JewishGerman relations.

Asher Tropp
I,ondon NW6

RECONCILE
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very interesting and thought-provoking.
It is good to be reminded by her of
Mordecai Kaplan's work. And I like
the suggestion by Anthony Freeman
that the response to the question, "Do
you believe in God?" should be: ``Tell

me the attributes of the God to whom
you refer and I will say whether I
believe in him or her or it."
I accept the view of the nature of
God which Rabbi Wright expresses in
the last two paragraphs of her essay.
But that view, I think, does not fully
describe the God of the rorczfe and the
Sz.dcJ#r. Many of the traditional
attributes are there, like creation and
source of moral obligation. But others,

perhaps, are not: not chooser of the
Jewish people as the special instrument
of the divine purpose, maker and
receiver of promises or inspirer of the
rorczfe being the unique record of the
divine will. The latter "particularist"
attributes are asserted in our liturgy but

give difficulty to some members.
The question arises of the relationship between the liturgy and members'
beliefs. How, in relation to these
"particularist" themes shall I reconcile

my ready emotional acceptance of
what I hear and say in the service with
my intellectual disbelief - when outside the synagogue - of parts of it?
Probably, reconciliation is not a viable
option. They are hallowed by tradition
and have a valuable emotional impact.
Without them our liturgy might ap-

tale' will have done the rounds of the
Moslem community in London and
helped to fashion a new strand in
Islamic-Jewish scholarship and forge
an iron-strong link of friendship
between us all.
The Almighty would then truly be
known as the Lord of all possible
religious worlds.
One last thought: What, if any, is the
Moslem version of `Oseh Shalom
Bimromav...'?

Natalie Wood
Bury, Lancs.

sR

DOCTOR
iBBI HADASSAH DAVIS'
ssay on `Fertility (A44IVZVA 58)

which I enjoyed immensely reminded me of an occasion a few
years back at the Board of Deputies.
We were required to select delegates
to represent us on an international
conference. One of the candidates was
a doctor possessed of controversial
views but of outstanding ability. A
deputy from an orthodox congregation
rose to urge us in all seriousness to
disregard the lady as she was single
and without children.
It was unclean whether his objection
would have been maintained had she
failed on the first qualificatictn only.
Clive .Winston
Ha4ley Wood, Herts..

proach in aridity the God-less 77eczcfezor

which Rabbi Wright contemplates in
her essay. So the confli.ct will remain,
for some of us, as an ambiguity with
which we must live.

SACKCLOTH

sM%r3:fi;cr:ear:::euTFo:#p:

Stanley Wilson
Hcrmpstead, London

ISLAM

sT:cat:.e:;:T:?ps:eo::a:h=iF:9nwo:

get Fertility Treatment'. It was a case
of knowing what I .meant to say3 but
transmission betwixt brain' and
keyboard getting garbled. Just td set
the record straight - 1evirate marriage
is compulsory only if the` deceased
husband had no children, either from a
current marriage, a former` one, or a
non-marit-`al union.

I don't know if the gent is a latterday prophet, but he,'s certainly a
echarming individual whom I met

through work and happens to be a
Moslem.

The last time we met, we compared
notes on fasting... and the next? Ah,
well, the subject's bound to be Dr
Harold Meek' s exciting forays through
the Koran and Arabic, as outlined in
his delightful piece in the last issue of

ABBI
ALEXANDRA
Wright's essay "Barefoot by

MANNA.

the Bush" (A44jv7VA IVo. 56) is

readers see this, Dr Meek's `Arabian

I hope that by the time you and your

A more important inbiguity is what
I seem to have whtten about Hallel. I'd
like to` make it clear that, ,of course,
Hallel- is recited in American Refomi
and Liberal Synagogues at festivals. It
is only the last verse of Psalm 1 13 that
is omitted.
My thanks to my colleague and dear
friend, Rabbi John Rayner, for pointing
out the above to me.
In sackcloth and ashes,

Rabbi Hadassah Davis
The Bristol and West Progressive
Je;wish Congregation
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rhich I will have to blurt out in my

L4€TWORDil iamWo

W

IIAVE
ext Yom
ONEKippur
BIG GUILTY
confession.
SECRET

ff

M

ORE CANDLES WILL BE
blown out in this country over
the next few weeks for Israel's
50th birthday than in the country itself.
That highlights the make-believe which
shapes the attitude of vast numbers of
Jews who do not live in Israel.
One sober fact of diaspora life is that
one particular forecast made in those euphoric spring days 50 years ago -that the
new state would henceforth be central to
the lives of all Jews wherever they lived
-has never been transformed into reality.
It has remained a much cherished and
constantly repeated illusion. I rubbed my
eyes in disbelief when I heard it at a
conference some weeks ago.
As a place of potential refuge for persecuted Jews, Israel's role remains
irreplaceable. I write this on my way back
from the funeral of a German Jewish refugee who came here on a domestic service
entry permit in 1939. That put me in
mind of the millions who could get no
visas, permits or affidavits, as they were
then called, for any country on any continent in the late 1930s. And for whom no
rabbi was allowed to conduct a service as
their bodies came out of the gas chambers three or four years later. Each would
have been spared extermination as vermin if the state of Israel had been
established in 1938 instead of 1948.

Beyond that vital but passive role,
Israel plays no part in the lives of most
British or other diaspora Jews. In the
daily lives of our congregations it is
sometimes peripheral and mostly irrelevant. Neither Torah nor divine message
to inspire a new Jewish commitment has
come out of Zion these past 50 years.
The one exception is the brilliant Israel
tours which our movements organise for
teenagers. They give to most of them a
strength of identity and commitment
which home and synagogue combined
too often fail to pass on. For the rest of
British and American Jewry, the gulf between us and the state of Israel has
widened to the size of an ocean.
And no birthday cake or candles can
hope to bridge it.

i:\|{
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I used to know Robert Finlayson Cook.
That was in the dim, distant and beardless past when Robert changed to Robin
and I reported politics for a Scottish Sunday paper.
I treated and greeted him and every
one of Scotland's 72 hAI's as if they were
members of my congregation. Cook was
never cuddly, but always courteous and
always clever.
Then and now his cleverness has given
him little sense and no wisdom.
Whether looking at an empty building
site on Jerusalem's Har Chomah, or telling his wife in an airport lounge that their
28 year marriage was over, he has at the
age of 52 still to learn that people have
feelings. And that he can either stab or
spare them.
That huge gap in his understanding
camot make him the best of British diplomats. Or the most ethical of politicians.
Except in the Cook book.

#

spontaneously taken root in Jew-

ish life without
a word of encour0NE NEW
TRADITION
HAS

agement from rabbis. And that is NOT
going to shul on the seventh night of
Pesach.

It is now as fimi a fixture in the AngloJewish landscape as Bar Mitzvah presents
and breaking glasses at weddings.
And that can make it the loneliest night
in the year for pulpit rabbis. I have heard
of congregations as minute as two or
three looking lost in their synagogues.
Except my own. Wherever I have
served - and my wanderlust has taken me
as far north as the Tyne and as far south
as the Channel - I have always appealed
for a congregation on the last night of
Pesach. And my communities have always responded magnificently. I have
had fuller houses than on most Friday or
other festival nights.
My return offering is a promise not to
chide, chivvy or solicit for a minyan for
any other service in the year.
Not even for Kol Nidrey.
•{:i

vards, forwards and sideways to

LEANING
;upport my
ASorthodox
I DO
colleagues
BACKin
their halachic ways, I give my total backing to the ruling of the Haifa Beit Din
that all wives must be home by midnight.
This is one area where I can lead firmly
and with a double whammy: Do as I
preach AND as I do.

I am always home by midnight. Well,
almost always. Some synagogue committees do love sitting overtime.
•;Ti.

o:e:epr:Bac:::pp::U::::p:i:csTa:sT::tfiel
Judaism believes in the migration of
souls. Will I come back next time as a
tractor driver so that I can break no more
speed limits?

The answer is blurred. Mainstream
Judaism prefers not to dabble in such
ethereal topics. But the mystical and kabbalistic fringe delights in such
speculation.

And do we believe in exorcism - getting rid of ghosts? That was the request
made to me by a disturbed and dishevelled man who came into our building.
Would I please come back to his flat and
get rid of a ghost that had pulled the
blanket off his bed three nights running?
I sat down and talked to him. Both his
parents had died some decades previously. And he had wandered far from the
paths of Judaism and never properly honoured them or their memories.
So I took hin into the synagogue and
we said the evening service. I added the
memorial prayers for his parents, and we
both said Kaddish.
"Come back if you have any more
problems," I offered. He never did.
I still don't know about exorcism. But
I leamt a little more about the power of
Prayer.

#

HAVE SPENT A SLEEPLESS
lght wonying about a report that one
ondon synagogue opened its doors
to sick animals as well as sick and fit

I-

hunans.
No, I am not anti-cat, as I am not anticar -I can live with all kinds of pollution.
And one of my best friends is Buster, the
most loving and lovable dog south of the
Thames.
Ivhat worries me is the advice of the
vet that a rabbit's bottom ought to be
examined daily.
And the disturbing fact that in my dictionary, only a little "t" separates a rabbit
from a rabbi.
And that secretaries, both temporary
and permanent, seem seldom to keep the
two apart without a spell check I
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.s' mj.7?is/er o/ W!.mbledon & District Synagogue. He was trained at
Leo Baeck College and has previously served pro~
gressive congregations in Brighton, Reading,
Milton Keynes , and Newcastle on Tyne, and was an
assistc[ut to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London
Synagogue in the mid l980s.
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THE MANOR HOUSE SOCIETY
THE MANOFI HOUSE SOCIETY is the cultural arm of the

Sternberg Centre for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in
Europe. The Manor House Society brings a wide range of
Jewish cultural and intellectual events within easy reach of
a large audience. Regular activities include concerts,
debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and lectures.

Membership can be on either an
individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest.

The rates for 1998 are:
lndjvidua] membership
£17.50
(with MAIVM: £29.00)

Household
£22.50
(with MAIVM: £34.00)

Membership of the Sternberg
Centre includes the Manor
House Society and gives easy

advance information about
events, priority booking and
ticket discounts and automatic

access to the Centre's many

subscription to MAMA at the
reduced rate of f i 1.50, as

Household concession
£17.50
(with MAIVM: £29.00)

well as the Sternberg Centre
Directory and Diary of events
throughout the year.

Details and application forms
from Pain Lewis at the
Sternberg Centre.

amenities. These facilities
include a bookshop, library,

cafeteria and extensive
grounds, Membership brings

Individual concession
£12.50
(with MAIVM: £24.00)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
21st April -26th May
I Couldn't Possibly speak in Public

Anewsjxwfeo?ihboesg:n#£:SwC:uu,rdsfik¥tt:Si::knFnLpaukbTcaker'LGSM

22nd April -27th May
Speaking in Public
A six week intermediate course with Simone Lakmaker, LGSM
for those who would like to improve their public speaking skills

28th April -28th June
lsRAEL 50 -Works on Paper by Hadassah Berry and Judith Ye[lin Ginat
Anexh,j8it::r.b°:s:ar:Srtjjgtswtaotecr:,%'gruar{ee{£:jg%Shca°n'Li8:;s¥&n8fp,r:nr::g,sarndd:Bjenned%°n':eebytw°

loth June -28th June
Designer Crafts of Israel

Anexhi:iiig:i::#bptYo'ne:gi,:gr':tri:3'i,S;:#sp:%E|eatnon?voeTspierymentthe

Sunday 28th June -7.30 pin
London Archduke Piano Trio
Nathaniel Vallois, violin, Liam Abramson, 'cello and Charles Wiffen, piano, perform a

programme by Mendelssohn and contemporary Israeli composers
CHU KUNGITAI CHI

Breath'ng=nr::Sd€g;a::d#[§ii]iEo!'i#e;:7Efa¥j,:h:rn?§d::t¥:ie£:!7%|;a;[d2:I::nt:ma'nta'n
LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays, 1.15 -2.00pm
Summer 1998 Series: 7 and 21 May, 4 and 18 June and 2 July
AF}T COUFZSE
Ten week daytime courses from 21 April -30 June
Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30pm -4.00pm

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten week evening course with Jackie King-Cline from 22 April -1 July

Wednesdays 7.30 - 10.00pm

S.T.A.R.S.
Manor House Society Drama Centre
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